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Abstract

This is a study of the effects of studentsr time use upon

their educational- attainment. Data T¡/ere obtained from 308,

Faculty of Education undergraduate students at the

University of Manitoba. A stratified random cluster

sampling procedure was used to select classes of students

who were adrninistered a Facul-ty self study questionnaire. A

structural equation modelíng technique is used to test the

relationships between the 14 variabl-es (gender, ã9ê,

fatherrs occupation, fatherts education, years of prevj-ous

university, credit hours, motivation, self concept of

abilíty, time spent attending class, time spent studying,

time spent volunteering or student teachi-ng in schools, time

spent in paid employment, grade point average and

educational expectations) in the theoretical- model-.

Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients for all

variables in the model, and regression coefficients to

estimate the magnitude of the effects of variabl-es within

the rnodel and an interaction effect are reported. Results

indicate that neither students time use in paid employment

nor student time use in activities rel-ated to their student

status has a significant effect upon their grade point

averages or their educational expectations when other

variables are taken into account. Further studies to

explain more of the variability in studentsr time use and

the effects of tirne usaqe are indicated.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Throughout their lives people are involved in many

activities which relate to the roles they pfay in society.

Role behaviour is varied in relation to the many different

statuses or positions held by individual-s. Parent, friend,

worker, and student are but a few examples of the statuses

which people hoId. Some statuses, such as that of friend,

can be life Iong, others are more linited in their duration.

The status of post secondary student is a status in which

individuals are normally engaged for a relatively short but

intense period of time in their 1ives. However, education

is of focal i-mportance because it has implications for the

future career and socioeconomic aspirations of individual-s.

Individuals do not typically engage in role behaviour

associated with a single status at a time, rather they often

hold many statuses simul-taneously. Furthermore, the role

expectations associated with holding a variety of statuses

are considered by some to create conflicts for resources,

such as time and energy, that are needed to meet rol-e

expectations (Goode, l-960). According to these theorists,



rol-e confl-ict occurs when the rol-e demands of different

statuses are at variance with one another. In their study

of university students, Albas and Al-bas (1-984) note that

students are often dealing with competing role demands

rel-ated to social-, leisure, and work activities. If tirne is

considered to be a limited resource, and each activity takes

time, role conflicts arise out of the need for time to meet

the role demands and expectations of the variety of statuses

the students hold.

ff , on the other hand, role demands and invol-vement in

many activities stimul-ate energy, time ray, in a sense

ttexpandrr. rndividuals who are invol-ved in many activities,

ilây, because of the energy stimulated by involvement, do

more, in a given period of time, than others who are less

invol-ved and, therefore, have less energy. The notion that

tirne expands in association with j-nvol-vement in rnultiple

statuses, âs described by Marks (1977) | challenges the

assumpti-on that different statuses are necessarily

independent of one another and competing with one another

for time. The interdependence of statuses, which Marksl

theory suggests, is supported by others who have studied the

effects of involvement in rnultíp1e statuses (see Thoits,

l-983; Moen, Dempster-McClain & Williams I 1989) . These

researchers have identified positive effects associated with

individuals holding many statuses. Thoits (1983), for



example, noted that involvement in multiple statuses

enhances psychological wel-l--being and functional behaviour,

and Moen et al-. (1989) illustrated that people who were

j-nvolved in many statuses l-ived longer than people who were

involved in fewer statuses.

The use of time for employment represents one potential-

source of role confl-ict for individual-s who are students.

In fact, the employment of students is of particular

interest norÁ/, because of increases in student employment

over the past decade (Grogan, 1989). Specifica1ly, the

percentage of full tirne students, aged 15 to 24, reporting

that they are ernployed, has increased from approximately 29e"

in March 1980 (Statistics Canada, 1980) to almost 4IZ in
March of 1989 (Statistics Canada, 1989). Some people see

this trend as problematic, while others view it as

advantageous. Those who see this as problematic tend to

link the employment of students with poor academic

achievement and high drop out rates from school (see

Radwanski, 1987). Others tend to view increased student

employment as advantageous. Linda Jones, a career

counsellor with the Vancouver School Board, for exampJ-e,

considers that work experience fosters independence,

develops employment skil-l-s, and develops self-esteem in
students (Grogan, 1989) .



These opposing views of the impact of the employment of

students have been expressed in rel-ation to high school-

students, but there is some evidence that the same issues

may be rel-evant to post secondary students as wel-l-. For

example, some university faculty members express concerns

that students who are spending time working are often doing

things which are counterproductive to their academic goa1s.

Professors often raise the concern that these students have

reduced attention in class because they are tired, and that

they often have difficutty meeting the deadlines for
assignments. Some students also express sirnilar concerns.

For exampfe, an informal- survey of students in Medical

Rehabilitation at the University of Manitoba in the spring

of 1989 indicated that employrnent was considered by a large

najority to be an undesirable necessity that students

engage in for financial reasons. Employment was seen by the

majority of the students to be undesirable because of the

time it takes ahray from studying, extracurricular
activities, family, and l-eisure activities. All of these

activities v¡ere considered important aspects of wel-l-

balanced l-ife styles. Tirne conflicts resulting from

employment were reported by rnany students to be undesirable

because they increase stresses which they found to have a

negative effect upon their academic performance.



Nevertheless, some students seem to find that
invol-vement in work has a positive effect upon their
academic performance. !{ork sometimes provides a social

outlet and a welcome change of routine from studies.

Availability of flexíble working hours and whether or not a

job is enjoyable may be factors which determine whether or

not the infl-uence of employment is perceived as positive or

negative.

This study examines the effect of the way undergraduate

university students use their time on their grades and their
educational- expectations. Data collected as part of the

1-987 self study of the Faculty of Education, University of

Manitoba, are used to examine the amount of time students

spend j-n academic activities and paid employment and the

effects of time use on studentsr educational expectations

and their perceptions of their academic achievement. Two

main questions are addressed: Do studentst background and

social psychological characteristics influence their use of

tirne? And, how does use of time influence the educational

attainment of students when their background characteristics
are taken into account?

Significance of the Study

Students can use their tirne in activities that are

either related or unrelated to their educational goals.

Tíme spent attending classes and studying may be seen as



directly related to the achievement of educational- goa1s.

Sirnilarly, for students in professional faculties, such as

education, it may be argued that the time they spend in
field experiences is rel-ated to the achievement of

educational goals. Paíd employment, on the other hand,

represents an addÍtional status in which students may or may

not be invol-ved. Furthermore, paid employment may be viewed

as unrelated to the educational goals of students and, in
fact, flây represent a source of confl-ict for their time.

Changing economic conditions and changing val-ues of

students, challenge the j-mportance of the del-ayed rewards

associated with academic achievement. Therefore, it is
important to understand the relationship between the tirne

that students spend in activities which are related and

unrel-ated to their educatj-onal- goals. This study provides

some insight into the ways in which students balance some of
the acadernically related and unrelated uses of their tirne by

providing some descriptive information about the amount of
time students spend in activities that are rel-ated to

educational goals and the amount of time they spend in paid

employment.

The descriptive information obtained about studentsr

tine use provides a basis for the examination of the two

main study questions. The first question, ttdo studentsl

background and socia1 psychological- characteristics



j-nfluence their use of tirne?rr, is based upon the assumption

that time use may differ among students for a variety of

reasons. Do students whose fathers are employed in lower

socioeconomic status jobs work more than other students? Do

students who have attended University longer tend to work or

study more or less than l-ess experienced students? Are

there differences between males and femal-es in terms of the

way they use their tirne? Is there a relationship between

the number of credit hours students are taking in courses

and their use of time in related and unrelated activities?
Do students differ in their time use in rel-ation to their
sel-f concepts of ability and their motivation? This study

examines these issues.

This study also examines how time use influences

educational attainment. More specifically, it provi-des

information about the effects that time spent in classes,

studying, student teaching and in vol-unteer work in school-s

has upon studentsr grades and their educational

expectations. The question of whether students who spend

more tirne in activities related to their educational- goals

have higher grades and higher educational- expectations than

students who spend less time in these activities is
addressed. Furthermore, the effects that time spent in paid

employment has upon students grades and educational-

expectatj-ons is addressed. This is significant to gaining
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understanding about whether or not the amount of time

students spend engaged in paid employment makes a difference

in their educatíonal attainment and to gaining understanding

about multipÌe status ínvolvements of students and the way

time is related to rol-e theory.

Lirnitations of the Study

There are three limitations of this study, in terms of

the contributions it may make to understanding the

importance of the way that students use their time. First,
this study represents a cross sectional analysis of time use

and its impact on the educational, attainrnent of students.

Al-l variables in the study v¡ere collected at the same point

in time thus lirniting the causal connections between the

variables. In other words, estimates of time use and

academj-c grades hrere made by students at one point in time,

the point at which they completed the questionnaire. A

longitudinal- study woul-d allow for the observation of
studentst tj-me use over a period of time, preceding the

attaínment of educational goals which could subsequentl-y be

measured. This would allow for the collection of different
data.

Second, a relatively small sample of students is used in
thís study. Information on the variables to be studied were

coll-ected from a sample of 308 undergraduate students in the

Facuì-ty of Educatj-on at the University of Manitoba. It is



important to recognize that there may be factors which are

unJ-que to the undergraduate students in this faculty which

may somehow influence their use of time. Moreover, the

uniqueness of the sample may also affect some of the other

varj-abl-es in the analysis. This may limit the

generalizability of this study to a broader population of
post secondary students.

Third, limitations also exist in rel-ation to the nature

of the data used in this study. The data vüere coll-ected as

part of the L987 Faculty of Education self study (Clifton,
Jenkinson, Marshal-I, Roberts, & Webster, L987). The

measures of the amount of time students spend in various

actj-vities is a very smal-l part of the questionnaire. The

committee which produced the student questionnaire, did not

systematically review the l-iterature related to time use

before they wrote the questions to measure these variables.

A review of the l-iterature on time use prior to data

col-l-ection may have resulted in more sophisticated measures

of time usage and mul-tiple status involvement of students.

Neverthefess, now that the literature has been reviewed, and

reported in chapter 2, it seems evident that the time use

variabl-es are adequately measured and as a resul-t, there is
a rich source of data avail-ab1e that can be util-ized to gain

some insights into the rel-ationships between the way

students use their time and their educational attainment.
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Overview of the Study

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1

introduces the study in terms of its purposes, significance,

and l-initations. Concerns which have been raised about the

increasing involvement of students in part time ernployrnent

are described and rel-ated to the development of this study

which examines the effects of undergraduate students tirne

usagle in activities related to their statuses as students

and employees. The chapter concludes with an overview of

the thesis.

In chapter 2, the relevant research literature is
reviewed. First, role confl-ict and role expansion theories

as they relate to role demands and time are discussed. This

is fol-Iowed by a review of literature on time and learning

and literature on variables associated with educational-

attainment. A description of the theoretical model which

guides the examination of the relationships between

variabl-es used in the study, concludes the chapter.

fn chapter 3, the sample, the operationalization of the

variabl-es included in the model-, and the procedures used to

analyze the data are described. As noted previously, 308

undergraduate students in the FacuJ-ty of Education at the

University of Manitoba r^/ere used in the study. The 14

variables, organized into five categories, social

background, university background, sociaJ- psychological,
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time usage, and educational attainrnent used in the analysis

are discussed. The structural equation modeling strategy

used to analyze the data is described.

The results of the study are reported in chapter 4.

Pearson product moment correl-ation coefficients and

standardized and unstandardized nultiple regression

coefficients are presented for the causal- model which is
presented in chapter 2. In this respect, the effects of
the social- and university background variabl-es, the social-

psychological variables, and the tirne usagie variabl-es on

grade point averages of students and their educatj-onal-

expectations are presented.

Finally, in chapter 5, the thesis is summarized and the

results are discussed in rel-ation to the opposing rol-e

theories and the educational theories on time and l-earning

described in chapter 2. Expected and unexpected findings

related to students time usages are noted and practical
implications of the findings are discussed. Suggestions for
future research are also presented.



CHAPTER 2

Review of Literature

This study examines the time use of undergraduate

uníversity students. Time in activities rel-ated to the

student status and time in paid employment are examined in
rel-ation to background, social psychological, and academic

outcome variables. This chapter provides a review of

literature rel-ated to the variables included in the study,

and establ-ishes the theoretical model- which is to be tested.

Initially a discussion of role theories rel-ated to nultiple
status involvements and time use is presented. The

importance of time use in rel-atj-on to learning is then

identified and followed by a discussion of the theoretical-

rel-ationships between social background, university
background, and social psychologicat variabl-es as they

affect time use, academic achievement, and educational

expectations. This model- provides the basis of the analysis

presented in chapter 4.

Two Perspectives on Role Demands and Time

According to Kielhofner (1985) individual-s operate as

open systems, setting goaIs, responding, and adapting to the

L2
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expectations of a variety of roles rel-ated to the statuses

they hold. To realize goals, individuals attempt to

integrate an optimal number of rol-e behaviours with a

balance of time and effort sufficient to perform the tasks

associated with each status. The relative ease or

difficulty with which individual-s balance time and effort
could depend upon how difficult a task is and their
abilities to cope with the task of integrati-ng ro1es.

The task of role integration may be a particularly

onerous and important one for the typical university student

(MilÌer, I97O) . During the short time in which most

individual-s are university students, there are many new role
dernands to which they must adjust. For exampÌe,

relationships with university professors may be different
than the relationships they have previously had with

teachers in secondary school. ft may be the first tiine that
these students are expected to take responsibiJ-ity for their
learning, knowing when learning is or is not taking place,

and doing what is necessary to ensure adequate learning to
achieve their academic goals. Besides nehr rol-e demands

associated with the status of student, individuals who are

post secondary students are in transition between statuses

and behaviours from their pasts and new statuses and

behaviours that are potential in their futures. As such

post secondary students are exposed to many opportunities
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for choices of statuses and autonomy in decision making

related to statuses and role behaviour (Co1eman, 1980;

Gordon , 1-97 2)

It is recognized that post secondary students

participate in role behaviours associated with as many other

statuses or positions as individual- students may hold, for
example, employee, volunteer, friend, and family member.

For each of these statuses, the role behaviours associated

with them invol-ve time commitments on the part of students.

The question is, do mul-tiple time commitments create

confl-icts which negatively influence goals or do rnultiple

tirne commitments positively infl-uence goal achievement

through energy stimulated by activity?
Rol-e conflict theorists often assume that time, âs a

finite entity, is a resource which individuals can control-

and manage in relation to their goals (Goode, 1960).

Furthermore, it is often assumed that a state of confl-ict
over availability of time is a normal- state of affairs. fn
other words, taking on more role demands takes time away

from other role demands presumably to the detriment of goals

associated with role behaviour. This theory suggests that
the more tine students spend on activities associated with

the goals of their statuses as students, the more positive

will- be the effect on their achievement as students. The

theory also suqqests that a state of conflict coul-d be
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expected to have a more generalized negative effect upon

studentsr educational expectations. More specificalJ-y,

students may limit their expectations in order to avoid

conflict.

A different view of the availability of time to meet

role demands is described by Marks (1977). He descrj-bes

time as expandable in the sense that activity stimul-ates

energy production, which results J-n greater efficiency in
time use. According to this perspective one woul-d expect

that involvement in role demands related to multiple
statuses would have a positive effect upon achievement. The

stimulation of energy produced by activity wouJ-d positively
infl-uence goals unless the activity was so intense that
energy produced was totally consumed; at which time a

negati-ve impact upon goals woul-d result. In other words,

student achievement would be positively affected by multipÌe

rol-e invol-vement provided that involvement did not exceed

the threshold of availabl-e energy. It is anticipated

further that energy stimulation and achievement woul-d have a

positi-ve inf l-uence on expectations.

Other theorists interested in the effects of involvement

in nul-tiple statuses have identified positive effects
related to multj-ple status involvement (Thoits, 1-983; Moen

et al. l-989). Extrapolating from the work of Durkheim

(1951) on the importance of social integration to
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psychological well being, Thoits (1983) tested an identity
accurnulation hypothesis. The hypothesis suggests that there

is a dj-rect relationship between identity accumulation t ot

multiple status involvement, and psychological wel-I-being.

The results of the study support the hypothesis. More

specifically, Thoits (1983) found that the greater the

number of social positions or statuses held by individual-s

the l-ower the level of their psychological distress. She

further interpreted this finding to mean that the more

identities or statuses held by individual-s the more positive
was their psychotogical weJ-l-being, and their functional-

behaviour. The concept of the positive effects of identity
accumulation is further supported by Moen et al-. (1989), who

tested the effects of muì-tipIe status involvement on

duration of life for a sample of women. They found that the

greater the number of statuses heJ_d by individuals the

longer they l-ived. Furthermore, they found that statuses

which were engaged in on a vol-untary basis vrere more

positively related to duration of tife than those that hrere

obI igatory.

The present study examines whether or not students focus

their time on an employment status as well as their status

as students. Furthermore, this study tests these opposing

rol-e theories, role confl-ict and role expansion, by

examining the effects of involvement in paid employment on
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grade point average and educational expectations, both

assumed to be goals common to all- students.

Previous literature about the effects of student

employment present tittle consistent information on the

effects of tiine spent J-n employment on educational

performance and attainment. Radwanski (1987) studied the

problem of high school drop out in Ontario. He concluded

that an extensive amount of time spent in employment, which

he described as being more than 1-5 hours per week, is a

contributíng factor in high school- dropout. Wagstaff and

Mahmoudi (1,976) studied the effects of employment on the

performance of a sample of college students. They found a

negative relationship between ernployment, measured as

estimated hours worked per week, and grade point average.

Their study also related hours per week worked to hours per

week spent studying. No significant relationship was found,

suggesting that hours spent working did not seem to detract
from the hours the students spent studying.

Others reporting a negative relationship between tiine

spent ernployed and achj-evement recognize 12 to 15 hours per

week to represent the point at which the influence of hours

spent in ernployrnent becomes negative. DrAmico (l-984) found

that extensive involvement in employment, in excess of 15 to
20 hours per week, is associated with decreased study time,

decreased free time at school, and increased rates of
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dropping out of school-. His study invol-ved data from a

natj-onal- longitudinal study of youth in the United States

and included data on students from grade 9 through grade 12.

Hammes and Hal-ler (1983) report on coll-ege students

strategi-es for copi-ng with part t j-rne j obs. Their study

identifies a number of time management techniques that the

students used to effectively deal with time demands. They

report 20 hours of employment per week to be the threshold

for adverse effects upon academic perforrnance.

In contrast to the negative influence of workingi on

academic performance, there is also support for a positive
infl-uence. Both Radwanski (1987) and DrAmico (IgB4) found

positì-ve effects when the number of hours that hiqh school

students worked was less than 15 to 20 hours per week.

DrAmico attributes this positive rel-ationship to a

congruence hypothesis proposed by Bowles and Gintis (I976).

That is, their hypothesis suggests that employers and

teachers value the same characteristics and that invol-vement

in each of these statuses, student and employee, is
reinforcing the role expectations and goals of the other.

A third perspective on the relationship between

employment and academic performance is represented in two

studies of college students which indj-cate no significant
relationship between hours worked and grade point average.

Metzner and Bean (1,987) conducted a study of the attrition
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of a sampl-e of university students in the United States.

Their causal model examined the relationship between hours

spent employed per week and grade point average. No

significant relationship was found between these two

varj-ables when such variables as hours enrol-l-ed t dgê,

gender, and high school perforrnance, among others, were

contro11ed. Van-de-Water and Augenblick (1987 ) conducted a

study to identify the irnpact of workinq on the academic

performance and persistence of a sample of full--tirne college

students. They found no significant relationship between

hours worked and grade point average, ot between hours

worked and credit hours atternpted. Vüorking students did,

however, take longer, oD average, to cornplete their degrees.

In addition to examining the effects of hours spent in
paid employment on academic attainment, this study al-so

examines academically rel-ated tirne use and its relationship
to educational attainment. The next section of this review

considers this relationship.

Time Usage and Educational- Àttainment

From a theoretical perspective, there are two main areas

of study relating time and learning (Daniels & Haller,
1-981-) . Studj-es examining exposure time in school and

studies examining tirne engaged in learning activities have

both established that there is a positive relationship
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between time spent engaged in learning and the achievement

of students. Each of these areas of study is discussed and

their relevance to this study establ-ished.

Studies of schooling in the United States by Coleman et
al-. (L966) and Jencks et al . (1972) present findings v¡hich

suggest that the amount of time spent in school has fittle
effect upon learning. Wiley and Harnischfeger (I974) seem

to contradict this argument and show how these earlier
studies failed to measure exposure to schooling. They

suggest that measures of time related to learning be

incorporated into theoretical models atternpting to explain
achievement.

More recent studi-es have examined the effects of
exposure tirne in school. These studies have establ_ished

that, in general-, the more tirne that students spend in
school the better is their academic achievement. Heyns

(I978) examined the effects of exposure time by comparing

cognitive growth fortowing a period of schooling with growth

following a period of no schooring during the summer rnonths.

Her results indicated that cognitive growthr âs measured by

a standardized achievement test, was positivery related to
the amount of time students spent in school. Goodl_ad

(1984), in his study of a large sample of schools in the

united states, makes numerous references to the importance

of the amount of time that students spend in school on their
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academic achievement. For examÞIe,

in states which have longer school

scores on standardized achievement

attend school in states which have

he shows that students

years achieve higher

tests than students who

fewer hours of schooling

per year.

Although these studies concern students who are

enroll-ed in prirnary and secondary schooÌs, the assumption is
made that the relationship between tirne that students are

involved in learning and their achievement is also true for
students in post secondary institutions. that is, it is
assumed that taking more credit hours has a positive effect
upon J-earning perhaps because learning and probJ-em solving

required for different courses are simil-ar and result in a

cumulative learning effect. From this assurnption it is
anticipated that students participating in more credit hours

of courses would have better overall performance than those

participating in fewer credit hours.

The main focus of this study, hov/ever, is to examine the

effects of the time which students can control in learning

activities and other activities on achievement and

educational- expectations. Educational theory which examines

the effects of tirne engaged in learning activities is
reviewed in the next section and provides a background for
this study of post secondary students time usage as it
relates to educational attainment.
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Carroll (L963) proposes a model of learning focused on

time as a key element for understandj-ng differences in
learníng outcomes. His model basically states that learning

is a function of the time spent learning divided by the time

needed to learn. He further argues that time needed to
]earn i-s dependent upon students aptitudes and abilities to
understand as well as the quality of their instruction.
Time spent learning is depicted as dependent upon the time

availabl-e for learning and student perseverance.

The concept of mastery learning arose from Carrol1rs

(1963) work. In mastery learning, it is assumed that the

rnajority of students can achieve to a defined mastery lever
(B]oom, r974). rndividual-ized instruction and learning tirne

adjustinents, can, unless ability is significantJ_y

compromised, result in the achievement of mastery, oy

learning to a fixed criterion, for the majority of students.

The individuarized focus of the acceleration model- makes it
a rel-evant conceptual- model for consideration of post

secondary students tirne use and learning. This is so

because time spent learning for these students is
individualized by the choices students make about the

learning process. For example, post secondary students

make independent decisj-ons about numbers of crass hours in
which they enroll-, their attendance in classes, and the

amount of tirne they spend studying. These time variabl-es
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relate to student perseverance and, therefore, according to
Carrol-lrs (1963) nodel, can be expected to affect academic

achi-evement.

Many education studj-es identify a positive correlation
between time on task and achj-evernent (Bloorn I 1974; Karweit,

1984; Karweit & Sl-avin, 1982; Strother, I9B4) , although the

significance of amounts of time spent on task and the

definition of on task time are not well establ_ished

(Carroll , 1-97Oi Karweit I 1984; Karweit & Slavin, 1982;

Strother, 1984) . Most l-iterature which addresses the i_ssue

of defining time on task is focused on teacher directed in
class time at the priinary school level-. Some l_iterature

exists which is rel-ated to student directed time use at
secondary and post secondary level_s. These studies use

cl-ass hours and study tirne or time spent on homework to
identify time engaged i-n l-earning activities.

Tiine spent in class can also be considered a measure of
tirne on task for post secondary students, as students at
this l-evel- generally have greater discretion on whether or

not to attend cl-asses. A study by poJ_achek, Knieser, and.

Harwood (1978), for example, examined the effects of time

spent in class on academic achievement for a sample of
undergraduate students in economics. Their resul-ts indicate
that time spent attending cÌasses has a positive effect upon

academic achj-evement. Metzner and Bean (J,gB7) | in a study
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of undergraduate student attrition, provide further support

to the f indings of Pol-achek et al-. (1978) . Specif icalIy,
they show a significant negative relationship between

absenteeism and grade point average.

i,{a1berg, Paschal, and Weinstein (1985) comment on the

effects of homework on learning. They suggest that the

amount of time spent on learning, measured as time spent

doing homework, is a significant factor affecting the

achievement of elementary and secondary schooÌ students.

Several studies support the positive relationship between

time spent on homework and achievement. paschal-, Weinstein,

& Walberg (L984) report on their examination of 15 published

and unpublíshed studies of the effects of homework on

J-earning. This study substantiates that there is a positive
relationship between hours spent doing homework and

achievement.

These findings are also supported by two studies based

on data from a major J-ongitudinal study, High School and

Beyond (HSB), which was conducted by the National Center for
Educational Statistics in the United States. Keith (Ig8Zl

p.249) analyzed HSB data and concl_uded that study time,

measured by the question, rrApproximateJ_y what is the average

amount of tj-me you spend on homework in a week?rrcontributes

signifícantly to student grades. Furthermore, he found that
g.rades and homework time have a linear rel_ationship for
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students regardless of their level of ability. This finding
is important for this study, because it lends support to the

assumption that the relationship between study time and

achievement hol-ds for post secondary students.

In 1986, Keith, Reimers, Fehrmann, Pottbaum, and Aubey

conducted a path analysis study on data frorn the HSB study

taking into account the effects of homework time, time spent

watching television, as well as several background variabl_es

upon academic achievement. The results of this study are

simil-ar to the results of Keith's (1982) previous study in
that time spent on homework is second only to ability in its
effect upon academic achievement.

The effects of time use on learning at the post

secondary level have been considered by several- researchers

in terms of the amount of time spent studying. In Mil_Ier's
(L97O) review of research related to success in higher

education, a positive relationship between study tirne and

performance is recognized as having been established.

Wagstaff and Mahmoudi (1976) and polacheck et at. (i,979)

conducted quantitative studies on post secondary students

that further substantiate MiIler's (1,97O) review. hlagstaff

and Mahmoudi (1,976) report a significant relationship
between sel-f reported hours per week spent studying and

achievement, defined as qrade point averagies reported on

student transcripts. Polachek et al. (1"979) conducted a
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survey of undergraduate students at the University of North

Carolina in which similar results were found. Each of these

studies provide evidence for a positive relationship between

study tirne and achíevement.

Literature reviewed in this section supports the

expectation of a positive rel-ationship between learning

activities, such as those represented by the variables time

spent in cl-ass and time spent studying, and academic

achievement. The next two sections of this review consider

social psychological and background characteristics of
students that may be partially responsible for differences
in studentsr time use.

Social- Psvchological Variables

In the previous section time use in rel-ation to learning

was examined. However, decisions that individuals make

about their time use may be influenced by a wide variety of
variables. This section considers two social- psychological-

variables which may be inf luential- to tirne use behaviours.

These variabl-es are self concept of ability and motivation.

Each of these variables have been found to be significant
predictors of achj-evement and educational expectations.

In L972, Gordon reported the results of a path analysis

study of factors influencing the life aspirations of
adolescents. His study incl-uded several- self concept

variabl-es incl-uding academic self concept. All self concept
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variables were found to rel-ate positiveJ-y to l-evels of
aspi-ration such as expected leve1 of education and expected

type of occupation. In fact, academic self concept was the

variabl-e which was most highly and, positively, rel-ated to
aspJ-rations.

According to Brookover and Erickson (1975), individuals
with sirnilar abilities but different self concepts of
abÍlities do not generally achieve to the same l-evel nor do

they have similar levels of educational expectation.

Students with more positive self concepts of abilities
generally have higher achievement and higher levels of
aspiration than students with less positive self concepts.

fn support of the predictive nature of sel_f concept of
ability to achievement, Brookover and Erickson (1-975)

reported the findings of a longitudinal study which fol_lowed

fifteen hundred students from junior high school- through

three years of high school-. The findings of this study

indicate that changes in sel-f concept of abil-ity are

foll-owed by changes j-n achievement.

Others have come to similar conclusions about the

importance of self concept as a factor intervening between

students background characteristics and academic outcomes.

Porter, Porter, and Blishen (1982) exarnined a number of
variabl-es that infl-uenced the educational aspirations of
Ontario high school students. Their findings indicate a
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positive relationship between self concept of ability and

academic perforrnance and between self concept of ability and

educational expectations. Clifton and Robertst (1999) study

of Inuit and non-Inuit students in northern Canada found.

self concept of ability to be a significant intervening
variable which explained much of the variation in
achievement rel-ated to background variables of ethnicity and

socioeconomic status. Reitzes and Mutran (l-9BO) found that
several- self concept factors intervened between background

variables, such as sex and fatherrs education, in expJ_aining

differences in achievement and educational expectations of a

sample of university students in the United States.

Heckhausen (1967) cites many studies indicating a

positive relationship between motivation and achievement in
college. He further indicates that the rel-ationship is
stronger for those with higher aptitude scores. A study by

Marjoribanks (r976) examined the importance of motivation to
the achievement of a sampJ-e of IZ year olds. The findings
of this study indicate that positive attitudes toward

school, school work, and doing weJ-I, correl-ated positively
with achievement. These findings held for students at alt
l-evels of ability and h/ere of simil-ar magnitude for both

mal-es and femares. Mil-}er (r97o) reported that motivation

is a significant factor for compl-etion and. success in higher

education.
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In essence, this l-iterature on these social
psychological variables indicates that both motivation and

self concept of ability infl-uence academic achievement and

educational expectations. A number of studies support the

argument that these variables are intervening between the

background characteristics of students and educational

outcomes such as achievement and educational expectations.

The next section reviews l-iterature related to social and

university background variables and their influence on

educational- outcomes.

Social and University Background Variabl_es

Socioeconomic status and personal- characteristics of
students have been shown to be rel_ated to studentsr level_s

of performance and educational- expectations. As well,
university background variables which are incl-uded in this
study are considered.

Socioeconomic status, measured by parental occupation,

farnily income, level of education of parents, or

combinations of these indicators are considered highly
predictive indicators of educational outcomes in Western

society (Boocock, l-980). The general findings are that
lower socioeconomic status and lower level-s of parental

education predict lower educational performance. Ho\,rrever,

according to Miller (I97O) and Porter et aI. (1,982) these

backgiround characteristics have a smal-Ier j_nfl_uence for
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university students than for high school students, probably

because the social cl-ass variati-on within universities is
l-ess than the spread within high school-s (Miller, L970). In
other words, socioeconomic status factors probabry infl-uence

participation in higher education (Brookover & Erickson,

1975), but students who are participating in higher

education are probably more homogeneous with respect to
socioeconomic factors than students in high school.

Reitzes and Mutran's (1990) study of university students

indicates weak positive relationships between socioeconomic

factors, fatherrs education, and family income, and the

studentsr achievement and educational_ expectations. The

relationship is weakest for educational expectations, and,

for both outcomes, much of the variation is shown to be

explained by one intervening variable, self concept of
abil ity.

In the past, gender has al_so been shown to infl_uence

achievement and educational attaj_nment. Generally, it has

been shown that femal-es achieve better than mal-es in earry
schoo] years. This differential in achievement diminishes

in high school, and, generally, females have l-ower

educational- expectations and l-ower l_evels of actual_

attaínment at the post secondary level (porter et aI.,
1982) . Ho\,'/ever, these trends are believed to be changing in
response to the concern for equality of opportunity for
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females and it is expected that statistics wil-l- soon begin

to reveal different trends (Boocock, 19gO).

In this respect, Reitzes and Mutranrs (1980) findings
indicate that, for their sample of university
underg'raduates, gender does not directty inf ]uence academic

performance and educational plans when other variabl-es such

as praise and self concept are control-led. SirnilarJ-y, in
Metzner and Beanrs (1,987) study of undergraduate attrition,
neither grade point averages nor attrition are found to be

significantly rel-ated to gender.

ft has been reported that in post secondary education

younger students generaJ_Iy achieve higher grades than older

students (Miller | 1,97O). Neverthel-ess, a more recent study

of university students by Metzner and Bean (1987) included

age as wel-l- as grade point average. Thej-r results indicated

that ol-der students achieve higher grade point averagies than

younger students. Kasworm (1980) concurs with the finding
of a positive relationship between age and achievement.

Two university background variabl-es, years of university
and number of credit hours are incl_uded in this study. Tt

seems J-ogical to anticipate that students with more

experience at university might do better than those with
less experience, aì-though no empirical evidence was found to
support this view.
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Metzner and Bean (1987) find no significant relationship
between the number of hours in which university students

enroll and their grade point averages. However, their study

shows that students enrol-Ied in low numbers of credit hours

have a glreater tendency to drop out of college than students

enrolled in greater numbers of credit hours. By

extrapolating from this finding, it is anticipated that the

number of hours in which students are enrolled will have an

ef fect on educational- expectations. It j-s expected that
students enrolled in more credit hours witl have higher

educational expectations than students enrol-l-ed in fewer

credit hours.

The Theoretical Model-

The theoretical model in this study examines

undergraduate education students use of tirne in rel-ation to
achievement and educationat expectations. It is anticipated
that time use explains some of the variance in studentsl

achievement and expected l-evels of education. As shown j_n

the review of the literature, other variables also

contribute to explaining variance in educational- outcomes.

SpecificalJ-y, it has been argued that social- and university
background variables and social- psychologicai_ variables
affect tirne use, achievement, and educational- expectations.

The model examj-ned in this study is illustrated in
Figure 1. As seen, the social psychological variabl-es (seIf
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concept of ability and motivation) are interpreted as being

intervening variables between the social background

variabl-es (gender, â9ê, fatherrs education, fatherrs
occupation), the university background variables (years of
university and number of credit hours), and the time usage

variables (attending c1ass, studying, time in schools, and

paid employrnent) and the educational attainment variabres
(grade point average and educational_ expectations). The

l-iterature previously reviewed supports a model- which places

the social- psychological variabfes as intervening between

the social- and university background variabl_es and the

educationar attainment. rt is further anticipated that
social and university background and social- psychologicat

variabres influence decisions about tirne use. Therefore, in
order to gain a better understanding of the effects of tirne

use on educational attainment, the model al-l-ows for the

control- of these social- and university background and

social- psychologicaJ- variables.

As il-l-ustrated in the model_, time use variables
considered in this study incl-ude tirne spent per week in
attending cl-ass, studying, volunteering in schools or

student teaching in schools, and being employed. Based on

the literature, it is anticipated that time spent attending
classes and studying have a positive effect on grade point
averagies and educational expectations. Similarly, time in
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school-s is anticipated to have a positive effect because the

activities of volunteering and student teaching are rel-ated

to the acadernic goals of education students.

The literature on involvement in nultiple statuses and

l-iterature on the effects of student employment indicate

that hours of employment has either no effect or a positive
effect on achievement, specifically if hours of employment

are below a threshold of l-5 to 20 hours per week. However,

if the hours of employment are beyond this threshold, they

are anticipated to have a negative effect upon the

educational- attainment variables. The next section

describes the methodol-ogy used to test the theoretical
model.
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Methodology

This chapter describes the sample of students, the

operationalization of the variables, and the procedures used

to analyze the data. The sample is from a study of
education students at the university of Manitoba. As noted

in chapter 2, the variables considered are social- background

variables (gender, â9ê, fatherts occupation, and fatherrs
education), university background variables (years of
university education and number of credit hours), social
psychoJ-ogical variables (rnotivation and self concept of
ability), time usage variabl-es (attending. class, studying,

student teaching and vol-unteer work in schoors, and paid

employment), and educational attainment variabres (grades

and educatj-onal- expectations) .

The Sarnple

In 1987 the Faculty of Education, University of
Manitoba, conducted a study of its students and its
programs. As part of that study, a sub-committee coll_ected

data on undergraduate and graduate students in the faculty
(see Cl-ifton et al., I9B7).

36
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At the time the sel-f study data v/ere collected, there

v/ere :-.467 undergraduate students and l-381- graduate students

in the Faculty of Education. Questionnaires ürere

adrninistered to a sample of students representing 21,2 of

undergraduates and J-82 of graduate students. Three hundred

and eight, 76Zt of undergraduate students who received

questionnaires responded and 245, 492, of graduate students

who received questionnaj-res responded. This study uses data

from the undergraduate students who were surveyed. Only

undergraduates are used because there are important

differences between the two groups. For examÞIe, only 9.82

of graduate students hrere enrol-led in l-5 or more credit
hours of course work. In contrast, only 9.92 of

undergraduates v/ere enrol-}ed in l-8 or less credit hours of

course work. This indicates that the groups differ
significantty in their time use as expressed j-n terms of

numbers of credit hours in which they were enrolled.

Moreover, the great rnajority of graduate students appear to

be employed ful-I time and were part tj-me students, whereas

the great majority of undergraduate students appear to be

fulI time students who were employed part time.

The sample of undergraduate students who received self
study questionnaires r¡/ere sel-ected from the total population

of students enrol-l-ed in the Bachel-or of Education (B.Ed.)

and Bachel-or of Education, After Degree (B.Ed./A.D.)
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programs. students enrorl-ed in the B.Ed. program enrol-l- for
a four year program subsequent to high school_ graduation.

students enrolled in the B.Ed./A.D. program enrol-l for two

years in the faculty of eaucation subsequent to a first
degree.

A stratified random cl_uster sampling procedure (Gay,

1-981) was used to sel-ect students to receive questionnaires.

Specifically, the procedure involved randomly selecting
classes of students from all of the courses that students

are reguired to take within each year of the undergraduate

B.Ed. and B.Ed./A.D. programs. The random selection of
cl-asses identified a sample representing approximatery 272

of the popuration of students within each academic year.

The Dean of the Faculty of Education notified the 13

instructors of the 19 classes selected and arrangements v/ere

made for questionnaires to be distributed and compJ-eted

during class tirne.

The sample of undergraduate students surveyed incl-uded

397 of the 1467 students registered as undergraduates in the

Faculty of Education in Februâry, 1987. of those surveyed,

308 responded. The majority of non-respondents were absent

from the classroom when questionnaires h/ere distributed. A

very smaII number of students chose not to respond to the
questionnaire. Neverthel-ess, the response rate represents

approximaLery 762 of those surveyed. This rate is within
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the range of normal return rates for research using

questionnaires (Borg & GaIl, 1983).

Approximately 35? of respondents are mal-e and 652 are

female. This gender distribution is very simil-ar to the

population of undergraduate students in the Faculty of

Education in the academic year of 1986-1987. According to
statistics reported by the Office of Institutional- Ànalysis

(1987) of the University of Manj-toba, undergraduate students

in the Faculty of Education were approximately 27å male and

732 female. In comparison with the total ful-l--time

undergraduate popuJ-ation of the university, females are

substantially over represented in the Faculty of Education.

More specificalJ-y, for the university, the fuIl-time
undergraduate students were approximately 53å mal_e and 472

female in the academic year of 19g6-1997.

Approximately 462 of respondents are between the ages of
21 and 25. For both mal-es and females, the rnajority of
respondents have 4 years of previous university education.

However, approximately 34å of the sample report one or two

years of previous education. The majority of those with one

or two years of university are femal-e. In contrast, the

najority of students with more than four years of previous

universj-ty education are mal-e. Sinilar1y, there are age

differences for male and femal-e respondents. For both mal-es

and femal-es the largest percentage of respondents are
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between the ages of 2I and 25, however, the second largest
percentage of mares are between 26 and 30 in contrast to the

second largest percentage of femal-es who are between l-B and

20.

The Variables

As indicated in the theoretical model presented in
chapter 2, this study uses fourteen variables, four socj_al

background variables, two university background variables,
two social psychological variables, four time usage

varj-ables, and two educational attainment variabl_es.

Descriptive statistics for al-l variables in the model- are

presented. Data for all these variabl-es are incl-uded in
Part III of the questionnaire (see Clifton et al., I9B7).

Social- Backqround Variables

Two background variables related to personal

characteristics of students and two background variables
rel-ated to studentsr socioeconomic backgrounds are incl_uded

in this study and collectively referred to as social_

background variables. The variabl-es rel-ated to personal

characteristics of students are gender and age. The

variables rel-ated to studentsr socioeconomic backgrounds are

fatherr s occupation, and fatherr s education. socj-oeconomic

background data hrere available for both rnothers and

fathers, however, the high correl_ations between the

educational and occupational levels of spouses (.540 and
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.356 respectivel-y) make it appropriate to use data on one

parent only. Data on fathers were selected because thej-r

educational and occupational levels r¡/ere, in general,

higher than those of studentsr rnothers in these data (see

Clifton et aI., 1987) . A description of each of the social

background variables follows.

Gender. In question 15 of Part III of the questionnaire

respondents were asked to indj-cate whether they were males

or femal-es. Males hrere coded as r!1[ and females were coded

as 'tztt. Table 1 indicates frequencies and percentages for
gender. One respondent fail-ed to specify his or her gender.

Completed questionnaires hrere received from 107 males,

352 of the sarnple, and 200 females, 652 of the sample.

Table 2 indicates descriptive statistics for gender. The

mean is 1.651 with a standard deviation of 0.477 and the

variable is reasonably normalty distributed.
Age. In question 16 of Part Ïff of the questionnaire

respondents were asked to respond to the question rrHow ol-d

are you?rr. Tabl-e 3 shows frequencies and percentages for
the studentsr ages. The data are recoded to normalize the

distribution of responses. Speci-fica11y, â9e 29 on Tabl-e 3

represents respondents aged 29 and 30. Sirnilarly, age 31

represents respondents aged 3L, 32, and 33ì age 34
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Frequencies and Percentages for Gender
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Code Gender

l- Ma1es

2 Females

Freguency

1,O7

200

Percentage

34.9

65 -1

Total 307 l-00. 0

Table 2

Descriptive Statistics for Gender

Mean 1.651- Standard Deviation 0.477

Mode 2.000 Median 2.000

Kurtosis -1-.602 Skewness -0.639



Table 3

Frequencies and Percentages for Age

{+J

Age
l_8
1,9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
zö
29,3O
3L ,32 | 33
34 t35,36,37
38-47

Frequency
I9
24
28
38
39
24
1,9
1,6

6
T2
15
I6
l_5
1,7
I

Percentage
6.4
8. t_

9.5
12 .8
]-3.2
8.1
6.4
5.4
2.0
4.1
5. l_

5.4
5.1
5.7
2.7

Total- 296 100. 0

Table 4

Descriptive Statistics for Age

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

24 .098

22 . OOO

o.397

Standard

Median

Skewness

Deviation 4.886

22.500

I. O28
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represents respondents aged 34,35, 36, and 37ì and age 38

represents respondents aged 38 to 47. All but 12 (3.9e.) , of
the cornpl-eted questionnaires provided data on age.

Ages of respondents ranged from l_8 to 47 with
approximatel-y 72e" of respondents between the ages of 20 and

30. Sl-ightly over 1,42 of respondents are l_ess than 20 years

o1d, and approximately 13.5 Z are between 30 and 47. Table

4 shows descriptive statistics for data col_lected on age of
students. The mean age is 24.o99 with a standard deviation
of 4.886 and the variable is reasonabJ_y normally

distributed.

Father's occupation. euestion 19 of part ITI of the
questionnaire asks respondents to indicate their parentsl

occupations by selecting frorn a l_ist of 15 occupational

categori-es ranging from farm l-aborers, coded rr1r, to sel_f-

empÌoyed professional-s, coded rr15rr. Tabl-e 5 illustrates the

comprete list of occupational- categories and frequencies and

percentages of respondents with fathers in each category.

Data are recoded to normal-ize the distribution so that code

5 includes codes 2t 3, and 4, and, therefore, represents

responses in all the unskil-l-ed and semiskil-]ed occupational

categories. Code 12 includes code II, thereby combining

responses in the technician and semi professional-

categories. Data are missing for this variabl-e from rg of
the completed questionnaires.



Tabl-e 5

Frequencies and Percentages for Fatherrs Occupation
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Code Occupation

Unskilled manual
Unskill-ed clerical,

5 sales and service
Semi skilled manual-
Semi skil-Ied clerical
sales and service

Farmers

Skilled crafts and trades

Skilled clericaI,
sales and service

Supervisors, foremen/women

Midd1e managers

Technicians
12 Serni professionals

l-3 High leve1 managers

L4 Employed professionals

15 Self emnloved nrofessionals T7 5-9

Frequency

36

4I

18

2I

60

Percentaqe

12.I

L2.5

1,4 .2

5.5

6.9

8.7

6.2

7.3

20 .8

35

6

7

8
1_6

20

25

9

10

Total 289 100. 0

Table 6

Descriptive Statistics for Fatherrs Occupation

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

9 .696

14. 000

-t_. 501_

Standard

Median

Skev¡ness

Deviation 3 .47)-

9. 000

0. t_50
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These university students have fathers in a wide range

of occupational cateqories. Roughly 44å of respondentsl

fathers are reported to be in unskilled, semiskilled, ot
skil-led occupations. The remaining 56å have fathers in
occupations ranging from supervisors to sel-f employed

professional-s, with a large proportion of students (26.72)

indicating that their fathers work as employed or sel_f

ernployed professionals. Table 6 presents the descriptive
statistics for data col-lected about fathers, occupations.

The mean is 9.696 with a standard deviation of 3.471- and the

variable is reasonably normally distributed.
Fatherrs education. euestion 18 of part III of the

questionnaire asks respondents to sel-ect, from a list of
nine possible revel-s, the highest educational level- received

by each of their parents. Responses are coded in ascending

order. Data are missing for 8 respondents. Table 7

illustrates the frequencies and percentages for each

category of fatherrs education.

For 56.72 of respondents, the highest l-evel of education

received by their fathers was high school- completion or

l-ess. Of fathers who participated in post secondary

education, 23.3? have compJ_eted a bachel-ors degree or

higher. Descriptive statistics for these data are reported

in Table 8. The mean is 3.813 with a standard deviation of
2.531- and the variable is reasonably norma]ry distributed.



Table 7

Frequencies and Percentages for Fatherrs Education
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Code Level of Education

1- Elementary school

2 Sorne high school-

3 Completed high school

4 Some technical, vocational
training

5 Completed community college

6 Some university

7 Completed a Bachelors degree

Frecfuency

50

84

36

37

11

I2

39

Percentage

16.7

28.O

L2.O

12.3

3.7

4.O

13.0

3.0Some education at qraduate level 9

9 Comnleted crraduate decrre-e 2.2. 7 -3

TotaI 300 l-00. 0

Tabfe I

Descriptive Statistics for Fatherrs Education

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

3.813

2.000

-0.781_

Standard

Median

Skewness

Deviation 2 .531,

3.000

o.727
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Unj-versity Background Variables

Two university background variables are included in this
study. They are previous years of university education and

number of credit hours in which students are enrolled. A

description of each follows.
Years of universitv education. The number of years of

university education of respondents was requested in
question I of Part III of the questionnaj-re. Respondents

hlere asked rrHo\¡r many years of university education do you

have? If you have been a part-time student, then estimate

the number of equivalent full-tine yearstt. Table 9 shows

frequencies and percentages for this variable. Data are

missing from 7 of the returned questionnaires.

students reported previous education at university 1evel

of from 1 to 6 years. The greatest number of respondents,

approximately 242, have 4 years university education;

approxirnately 52å have l-ess than 4 years; and approximately

242 have more than 4 years at university. Tabl_e 10 shows

descriptive statistics for this variable. The mean is 3.326

with a standard deviation of I.562 and the variable is
reasonably normally distributed.

Credit hours. The academi-c load of students was

determined in question 3 of part Trr of the questionnaire by

asking respondents to indicate the number of credj-t hours of
universj-ty work being undertaken during the academic year,



Tabl-e 9

Frequenci-es and Percentages for Years of Education
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Years of Education

1

2

3

4

5

6

Frequency

48

54

55

71,

42

31

Percentage

15.9

L7 .9

18.3

23 .6

14.o

10. 3

Total 301 l_00. 0

Table l-0

Descriptive Statistics for Years of Education

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

3.326

4. 000

-1.030

Standard

Median

Skewness

Deviation 1,.562

3.000

0.071
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which was defined as being from Septernber to Apri1. Tab1e

11 presents frequencies and percentages for data corlected
on credit hours. Data are recoded to normal_ize the

distribution for statistical purposes. Recoding collapses

responses of 0 and 6 credit hours into the response 9 credit
hours. Sinil-ar1y, the reported response 27 credit hours

incl-udes the response 26 credit hours, the reported response

30 credit hours j-ncludes the response 29 credit hours, the

reported response 33 credit hours includes the responses 31

and 34 credit hours, and the reported response 39 credit
hours includes the responses 40, 45, 48, and 60 credit
hours. Data are missing for 14 respondents.

It j-s noted that approximaLely 92e" of respondents report
taking 18 or more credit hours of study and that by far the

largest number of students are taking 30 credit hours.

Table rz presents descriptive statistj-cs for data corl_ected

on credit hours. The mean is 27.122 with a standard

deviation of 6.235 and the variabl-e is reasonabJ-y norrnalry

distributed.

Social Psychol-oqical- Variabl_es

Two social psychoÌogical variables are considered in
this study. They are motivation and self concept of
ability. A description of each fol1ov¡s.

Motivation. Students indicated their leve] of
motivation to do weÌl- in university in responding to



Tab1e 11

Frequencies and Percentages for Credit Hours
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Number of Credit Hours

o,6,9

1,2

l-5

18

2L

24

26,27

29,30

3r t33 ,34

36

39.40.45.48 - 60

Freguency

1_3

5

6

7

9

52

39

L20

26

l_0

7

Percentage

4.4

r.7
2.O

2.4

3.1

17 .7

13.3

40.8

8.8

3.4

2,-4

TotaI 294 100. 0

Table 12

Descriptive Statistics for Credit Hours

Mean 27.a22

Mode 30.000

Kurtosis 1.810

Standard Deviation 6.235

Median

Skewness

30.000

-r.240
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question 14 of Part rrr of the questionnaire. The question

presented respondents with a five point scal_e with
unmotj-vated at one end and very motivated at the other end.

Respondents were asked to rrpl-ease check how motivated you

are to do well- in your courses this year. il Responses are

coded in ascending order from rrlrr at the unmotivated end of
the scal-e to rr5rr at the very motivated end. Tabl-e l-3 shows

frequencies and percentages for level of motivation. Data

on this variabl-e are missing from 3 students.

The most frequentJ_y reported points on the five point
response scal_e are 4 and 5, indicating that 58å of the

students consider themsel-ves to be highry motivated to do

wel-I in their courses. Approxirnately 25å of those

responding selected the first two categories at the

unmotivated end of the scal-e, whiJ-e the remainder of
respondents to this question selected the nid point on the

scale. Tabl-e 14 shows descriptive statistics for this
variabl-e. The mean is 3.49s with a standard deviation of
r.238 and the variabl-e is reasonably normalry distributed.

self concept of abilitv. students were asked 'How good

are you at your university work compared to other students

in your year level?rrin euestion l-O of part III of the
questionnaire. Students responded to this question by

checking off one of five choices ranging from ra ]ot above

averagerr to rra lot below averagert. Responses are coded with



Table 1-3

Frequencies and Percentages for Motivation
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Level- of Motivation

unmotivated 1

2

3

4

Frequency

23

53

52

ro4

Percentagte

7.5

1,7 .4

17.o

34.1,
very
motivated 5 73 23.9

Total 305 100. 0

Table L4

Descriptive Statistics for Motj-vation

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

3 .495

4.000

-0.833

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

r.238

4. 000

-0.486
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a value rrlrt indicating a response of a lot below average;
ttztt indicating a little below average,' rr3rr indicating about

averag'e' tt tt indicating a little above average; and rr5rr

indicating a l-ot above average. Table 15 presents

frequencies and percentages for data col-l-ected on self
concept of ability. In order to normalíze the distri-bution,
data are recoded so that the responses rra lot below

averagerr, and rra little below averagerr were collapsed into
code 2. T$/o respondents did not answer this question.

These data indicate that 86.2e" of the students consider

their work to be about average or a l-ittle above average in
comparison with other students in their year level. Tabl-e

16 presents the descriptive statisti-cs for the recoded data.

The mean is 3.667 with a standard deviation of 0.706 and the

variable is reasonabJ-y normally distributed.
Time Usacre Variabt es

Four variables hrere col-l-ected on the way in which

students use their tirne. These variables are time spent in
attendj-ng classes, tiine spent in studying, time spent in
student teaching and volunteering in schools, and tj-me spent

in paid ernployment. Data on these four variabl-es r^/ere

collected in question i-3 of Part III of the questionnaire.

Respondents were asked to estimate the number of hours spent

in each of these activities during a typical- week. A

description of each variabl-e follows.



Table 15

Frequencies and Percentages for SeIf Concept of Ability
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Code Self Concept of Ability

A lot below average
2 A litt1e below averaqe

3 About average

4 A l-ittle above average

Frequency

9

T17

r47

Percentagte

2.9

38.2

48.0

10.85 À lot above âvêracre 33

Total- 306 100.0

Tabl-e L6

Descriptive Statistics for Self Concept of Ability

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

3 .667

4.000

-0.355

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

o.706

4. 000

0. 069
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Attending c]ass. Tabl-e 17 j-ndicates frequencies and

percentages for data col-lected on hours spent each week

attending classes. Data are recoded so that cl-ass hours

are collapsed into six categories. The category coded 0

represents no hours per week spent in class, code 5

represents 1 to 5 hours per week, code 10 represents 6 to 10

hours per week, code l-5 represents 11 to 15 hours per week,

code 20 represents 16 to 20 hours per week, and code 25

represents more than 2O hours per week spent in class.

Recoding was done to normal-ize the distribution of data.

Data on this variabl-e are missing for I respondents.

Students report a rangie of from 1 to 4g hours per week

in class time. Most students report spending 15 hours per

week in class. Twenty five percent spend from O to 10

hours, and 372 spend more than 15 hours per week in crass.

Table 18 presents descrj-ptive statistics for hours per week

spent attending crass. The mean is 15.750 with a standard.

deviation of 5.609 and the variabre is reasonabry norma]ly

distributed.

Studying. Table 19 displays frequencies and

percentages for data col-lected on hours spent each week

studying. In a manner sirnilar to that carried out with
other time usage variabJ-es, data for hours spent studying

are recoded to normaríze the distribution. As a resurt of
this procedure, the category coded o represents responses of
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Frequencies and Percentages for Time Spent Attending Classes

Code

0

5

10

15

20

25

C1ass Hours
Per Week

0

l_-5

6-1_0

1_l_-1_5

1,6-20

2r-44

Frequency

7

I2

56

TL4

76

35

Percentage

2.3

4.O

]-8.7

38. 0

25.3

II.7

TotaI 300 1-OO. 0

Tabl-e l-8

Descriptive Statistics for Time Spent Attending CJ-asses

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

15.750

15. 000

0. 188

Standard Deviati-on

MedÍan

Skewness

5. 609

t_5.000

-0.370



Tab1e 19

Frequencies and Percentages for Time Spent Studying
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Code

0

5

10

l_5

20

Study Hours
Per Week

o

l_-5

6-10

l_t_-l_5

1,6-20

Frequency

I

52

85

56

46

Percentaçte

2.7

J,7.6

28.7

18.9

15.5

?.5 2.1-4A 49 T6 - 6

Total 296 100.0

Tabl-e 20

Descriptive Statistics for Time Spent Studying

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

13.834

l-0. 000

-r. o22

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

7.O77

l_5. 000

0. 166
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0 hours per week spent studying, code 5 represents 1 to 5

hours per week, code 10 represents 6 to 10 hours per week,

code 15 represents 11 to 15 hours per week, code 20

represents 1-6 to 20 hours per week, and code 25 represents

responses of greater than 2O hours per week. Data are

missing from 12 students for this variable.

Review of this data indicates that students spend

anywhere from 0 to 48 hours per week studying. Most

students report studying for 6 to 10 hours per week. Table

20 displays descriptive statistics for this variabl-e. The

mean hours spent studying are l-3.834 with a standard devia-

tion of 7.O77. The variabl-e is reasonably normally

distributed.

In schools. Tabl-e 21 presents frequencies and

percentages for data collected on hours spent each week in
student teaching and vol-unteer time spent in school-s. To

normalize the distribution of the data, these data are

recoded so that hours in schools above O are collapsed into
three categoríes. The category coded 5 represents responses

of 1 to 5 hours in schools per week, code 10 represents 6 to

10 hours per week , and code l-5 represents all responses

greater than 10 hours per week. Eight of the returned

questionnaires had missing data for this variable.
Roughly one third of students are not invol-ved in

student teaching or vol-untary work, another one third are



Tabl-e 2I

Frequencies and Percentages for Time in Schools
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Code

o

5

t_0

'l 5

Hours per v¡eek

0

1-5

6-10

11-40

Frequency

L04

l_09

67

2.O

Percentage

34.7

36.3

22.3

6-7

Total 300 l_00. 0

Table 22

Descriptive Statistics for lime in Schools

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

5. 050

5. 000

-o .67 5

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

4.581

5. 000

0.506
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invol-ved in the schools for from 1 to 5 hours per week. Of

the remaining one third 67 students report 6 to 1-O hours per

week of involvement and 20 students report involvement of
from 11 to 4O hours. Tar.l-e 22 presents descri-ptive

statistj-cs for hours spent in school-s. The mean is 5.050

with a standard deviation of 4.58I and the variabl-e is
reasonabJ-y normatly distributed.

Paid employment. Table 23 displays the frequencies and

percentages for data collected on hours spent each week in
paid employment. These data are recoded into 5 groups

resuJ-ting in a statistical-Iy acceptable distribution of
frequencies. Code 5 represents employed hours per week of 1

to 5t code l-0 represents 6 to l-0 hours, code 15 represents

1l- to 15 hours, code 20 represents 16 to ZO hours and code

25 represents in excess of 20 hours per week. Data are

rnissi-ng for 8 respondents.

Approximately one half of the students report that they

spend no time in paid employment. Roughly 30? report
ernployment hours of 1 to l-5 hours per week, and roughly 1Oz

work 16 to 20 hours, and 8å work in excess of 20 hours in a

week. This compares favorabl-y with statistics gathered from

a random sample of undergraduate students from the

University of Manitoba population at Iarge. A survey h/as

conducted for the Housing and Student Life office of the

university in 1989. It indicates that in lggg, 51-.62 of



Table 23

Frequencies and Percentages for Paid Enployment
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Code

0

5

10

l-5

20

25

Employed hours
Þer week

0

1-5

6-10

l-l--l_5

L6-20

Frequency

153

20

41,

3l_

31

24

Percentagfe

51.0

6.7

L3.7

l_0. 3

10. 3

8.0

Total 300 100. 0

Table 24

Descriptive Statistics for Paid Employment

Mean

Mode

Kurtosi-s

7 .31,7

0. 000

-0.882

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

8.754

0. 000

o.756
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undergraduates hrere not employed , 23.3? worked 1 to 10

hours per week, 18.8å worked 11 to 20 hours per week, and

6.32 worked over 20 hours (Vüalker I 1989) . Table 24 presents

descriptive statistics for hours spent in paid employment.

The mean is 7.31-7 with a standard deviation of 8.754 and the

variable is reasonably norrnally distributed.
Educational Attainment Variabl-es

Two educational attainment variables, grades and

educational expectations, are included in this study. A

description of each follows.

Grades. Question 11 of Part IfI of the questionnaire

asked students to indicate their grade point average.

Respondents sel-ected one of eight choices, each of which

represents a range of grade point averages. Coded val_ues

for each of the choices presented to respondents were

assigned as indicated in Table 25 which shows frequencies

and percentages for data col-lected on grades. Data are

recoded to reduce the skewness of the distribution.
specifica]-Iy, code 3 represents the first 3 response choices

on the questionnaire for this variable. Therefore, cod.e 3

represents a range of grade point averages from O to 1.9.

Data are missing for 1l- respondents.

Review of these data indicate that 7.IZ of respondents

have grade point averages of bel-ow 2.5, 25.9å have averages

in the 2.5 to 2.9 range, 38.7å have averages of 3.0 to 3.4,



Table 25

Frequencies and Percentages for Grades
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Code

3

4

5

6

7

I

Grade poi-nt range

0. o r.9

2. O 2.4

2.5 2.9

3.0 3.4

3.5 3.9

4-O 4-5

Frequencv

6

15

77

115

77

7

Percentage

2.O

5.1

25.9

38.7

25.9

2-4

Total 297 l_00. 0

Table 26

DescrJ-ptive Statistics for Grades

Mean

Mode

Kurtosis

5.886

6.000

o.L97

Standard Deviation

Median

Skewness

0.993

6. 000

-0.435
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25.92 have averages of 3.5 to 3.9, and 2.42 are in the 4.0

to 4.5 grade point average range. Tab1e 26 shows

descriptive statistics for this variabl-e. The mean is 5.886

with a standard deviation of 0.993 and the variabl_e is
reasonably normally distributed.

Educational- expectations. fn guestion 12 of part fII of
the questionnaj-re respondents were asked to identify the

highest leveI of education they expected to complete. Six

choices \Â/ere available ranging from l-ess than a bachelor t s

degree to a doctorate degree. These choices v/ere coded with
val-ues rrlrr through rr6rr ascending in conjunction with the

amount of education students expected to complete. Table 27

shows frequencies and percentages for data collected on

educational- expectations. Recoding of data to normal-ize the

distribution colJ-apses the first two categories into one.

That is, code 2 j-ncludes those respondents expecting to
achj-eve a bachelors degree or less. Data are rnissing for 5

respondents.

S1ight1y over half of the students indicated that they

expected to cornplete a bachelors degree or a second

bachelors degree. The other hal-f expected to cornpJ-ete a

pre-masters progiram or a graduate degree. Tabl_e Zg shows

descriptive statistj-cs for educational expectations. The

mean is 3.545 with a standard deviation of 1.368 and the

varj-able is reasonably normally distributed.



Table 27

Frequencies and Percentages for Educational Expectations

Code Expected education Frequency Percentage

< bachelors
2 bachelors l-00 33. O

3 second bachelors 67 22.I

4 pre-masters 23 7.6

5 masters 97 32.O

6 dor:torat-e 'l 6 5-i

66

Total 303 l-00. 0

Tab1e 28

Descriptive Statistics for Educational Expectations

Mean 3.545 Standard Deviation 1.368

Mode 2.000 Median 3.000

Kurtosis -1,.494 Skewness O.2O7
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The Procedure

In order to test the theoretical- model described in
chapter 2, the data are analyzed using a structural equation

modeling technique. This procedure involves calcul-ation of

Pearson product moment correl-ations between aÌl- varj-abl-es in
the model and then cal-culating regression coefficj-ents to
estimate the rnagnitude of relationships between the

independent and dependent variables when other variables are

controll-ed. In addition, regression coefficients to
estimate the effects of the interaction effect between

numbers of credit hours and paid employment on grade point

average and educational expectatj-ons are incl-uded in the

analyses. This is done because, âs discussed i-n chapter 2,

some previous lj-terature suggests that the effects of paid

employment on academj-c achievement may be different
depending on the numbers of hours students are employed.

More specifically, it has been argued that 15 to 20 hours of
employment per week has been identified as a threshol_d

(Df Amico, 1984; & Hammes & Hatler, l-983). Hours of
employment greater than this threshold are considered to
detract from educational achievement and expectations while

hours less than this threshold are considered not to detract
from educational achievement and expectations. fn the

statistical- literature, this is cal-l-ed a non-linear effect,
and the relationship may be examined by using a
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nultiplicative term to measure the interaction effect
(Jaccard I I99O, p. 21-) . The interaction between credit
hours and paid employment is, therefore, incl-uded in the

equations that predict educational achievernent and

expectations.

Usually both standardized and unstandardized regression

coefficíents are presented. Standardized regression

coefficients indicate the amount of change in the dependent

variabl-e, in standard deviations, in rel_ation to a one

standard deviation change in an independent varj-abl-e when

other variabl-es are control-l-ed. standardized regression

coefficients are considered sampre specific, and. al-l-ow for
the analysis of variabtes which have different scal_es

(Asher, I976¡ Pedhazur, 1982) . Unstandardized regression

coeffj-cients indicate the number of units of change in the
dependent variable that occur in relation to a one unit
change in the independent variabl-e. Unstandardized

regression coefficients are population specific allowing
comparisons across poputations (Asher, I976¡ pedhazur,

le82 ) .

comparison of the effects of different variables within
a theoretical model rnakes the use of sample specific
statistics most appropriate. The population specific
statistj-cs are suitable for comparing a causal- model across

different groups (Pedhazur, I9B2). In this study, the
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effects of social backg'round, university background, social

psychological and time usage variables on the educational

attainment varj-ables are compared. Therefore, the sample

specific, standardized regression coefficients are used for
discussing the resul-ts. Nevertheless, the unstandardized

regression coefficients are also presented so that these may

be compared with the results of other studies using similar
variables.

Summary

This chapter has described the sarnple, the

operationalization of the variabl-es in the theoretical model-

and the procedures used in this study. The sampJ-e for this
study is undergraduate students from the FacuJ-ty of
Education at the University of Manitoba. Four social

background, two university background, two social-

psychological, four tj-rne usage, and two educational-

attainment variabl-es are included in the theoretical model.

A structural- equation model-l-ing technique is used to test
the theoreti-caI modeL.



CHAPTER 4

Resul-ts

This study is concerned with the effects of studentsl

time use upon their educational attainment. Time use of
undergraduate students in activities that are related to
their status as students and time use in paid employment are

examined for their effects upon students grade point
averages and educational- expectations. rn addition, âs the
review of l-iterature indicates there are many factors
besides time use which influence achievement and educational

expectations. consequently, the theoretical- model- depicting
the manner in which social background variabr-es (gender,

agê, fatherts occupation, fatherrs education) university
background variabres (years of university, and number of
credit hours), sociar psychologicar variabl-es (motivation

and sel-f concept of ability), and time usage variables
(attending classes, studying, in school_s, and paid

ernployrnent) affect educational_ attainment (grade point
average and educational- expectations) was developed.

In this chapter, the irnpact of background, social
psychological, and time usag:e variabl_es on academic
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attainment are reported. The first section of this chapter

reports the correl-ation coefficients for all the variabl-es

in the model-. Fol-l-owing this, the rel-ationships between

the social- background variabl-es, the university background

varj-abIes and the social psychological variabl-es are

examined. Second, the relationships between the background

variables, the social psychological variables and the time

usage variables are examined. Fina1Iy, the rel-ationships

between the backqround variables, the social psychoJ-ogical

variables, the time usage variables, and the educational

attainment variabl-es are examined.

Correlation Matrix

The correlation coefficients cal_cul_ated for the 3,4

variables in the model are reported in Table 29. The

relationships of particular relevance to the main questions

posed in this study are considered. More specifical_Iy, the

rel-ationships of other variabres in the model with the tine
usage variables, the intercorrelations between the variabl-es

in the time usage category, and, finally, the relationships
of aII variables in the model with the educational

attainment variables are incl-uded in the overview of the

correlation matrix that foll-ows.

Several- relationships exist between the background and

the time usage variables. Not surprisingly, the strongest

rel-ationship is between the number of credit hours in which



Table 29
Correlation Cocfficients, Means, and Standard Deviations for Variables in the Theoretical Model

1. Gender

2. Age

3. Father's Occupation

4. Father's Education

5. Years of University

6. Number of Credit Hours

7. Motivation

8. Self Concept

9. Attending Class

10. Studlng

11, In Schools

72. Paid Employment

13. Grade Point Average

14. Educational Expectations

-.r*"
-.021

-.066

-.258...

-.051

,180.'.

-.172...

.018

-.004

-.053

.016

-.063

) 3. 4. 5.

-.rr.
-.105.

.222..'

-.u5...

.199"'

.176...

_.179...

.03ó

-.2L9...

-.146..

.274.'.

.683".

.M4

.0Bt

-.163"

.086

.085

-.130"

-.022

.057

.06ó

,166..

Means

Standard Deviations

.ro5'

.014

-.159..

.084

.0u

-.111'

-.082

.028

.030

.72L'

* pS.05 " pS.01 "' pS.001

7.

.*,
-.08ó -.o73

.251." .156.. .141.r

-.2M"' .4g5.rr .053 .023

.054 .?ß2'.. .176.'. .215",

-.005 .084 -.072 -.004

.023 -.276.'. -.003 -.026

.193... .103. .199'.' .651"'

.313'.. .06 -.M7 ,279...-.202... .215.'.

8.

r.65

.48

vt.t0

4.89

10.

9;t0

3.47

11.

3.81

253

12.

3.33 27.72

156 6.24

13.

2Å3..'

.109' .072

_.180'.' _,163r..

.015 ,226r..

-.w2 .132..

14.

350

1.U.

3.6'Ì

0.77

15.75

5.61

-.015

.039

.008

13.83

7.08

-.109'

.076

5.05

4J8

7.32

8.75

.301r+r

5.89 355

0.99 7.37

N
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students are enrolled and the hours they spend attending

cl-asses (.485 p<.001-). The number of credit hours is also

positively related to the amount of tj-me students spend

studying (.282 p<.001-), but is negativel-y related to hours

in paid employrnent (-.2L6 p<.001). fn other words,

students enrolled in greater numbers of credit hours study

more hours per week and are employed for fewer hours per

week than students enrolled in fewer nurnbers of credit
hours. Age is negatively rel-ated to the time students spend

in paid employment (-.146 p<.01), suggesting that younger

students have a greater tendency to work than older

students. The age of students is also negatively

correl-ated with the time they spend in schools (-.2I9
p<.001) and perhaps surprisingfy, the tirne they spend

attending classes (-.1-79 p<.001). The number of years of
university which students have previously taken is
negatively related to the time they spend attending cÌasses

(-.204 p<.001-). The occupation and the education of
studentsr fathers are negatively correl_ated with the time

students spend studying (-.130 p<.01 and -.111 p<.05

respectively), indicating that students from lower

socioeconomic backgrounds study more than students from

higher socioeconomic backgrounds.

Few significant relationships exist between the social_

psychological- variabl-es and the time usage variabl_es.
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Studying represents the only time usage varj_abl_e with any

notabl-e rerationship to the social psychological variables.
Not surprisingfy, amount of time spent studying relates to
sel-f concept of ability (.zrs p<.001-) slight]-y more strongly
than to motivation (.I76 p<.001). Students who report
studying more hours al-so report higher level_s of self
concept of abiLity and higher l_evels of motivation than

students who report studying fewer hours.

Atl- interrelationshj-ps between the four time usag,e

variabl-es are positive with the exception of those related
to paid employment. Tn other words, the variable paid

employment relates negatively to all- other time usag.e

variables.

The social- and university background, the social
psychological, and the tirne usag'e varj-ables al_l- have

important rel-ationships with the educationar attainment

variables. Age and years of university each have positive
rel-atj-onships with grade point average (.274 p<.001; and

. 193 p<. 001 respectively) . As wel-I, a9e, fatherrs
occupation, fatherrs education, and years of university are

all positively related to educational expectations (.zas
p<.001ì .1-66 p<.0Li .1"21 p<.05; and .313 p<.001

respectively). Gender is negatively rerated to educational-

expectations (-.2o2 p<.00i-), indicating that male students

have higher educational- expectations than femar-e students.
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Both of the social psychological variables, self concept

of ability and motivation, relate positively with grade

point average. A strong positive relationship exists
between self concept of abil-ity and grade point average

(.651- p<.001), and between motivatj-on and grade point
averaqe (.1,99 p<.001). Not surprisingly, a positive
rel-ationship is also reported between self concept of
ability and educational- expectations (.279 p<.001).

The last set of relationships to be considered are those

between the tirne usagie variables and the academic attainment

variables. Studying and grade point average has a

correl-ation coefficient of .226 (p<.001-); studying and

educationar expectations has a positive correlation of .r32
(p<.01), and hours in paid einployrnent and grade point
average has a negative correlation of -.109 (p<.05).

Multivariate Relationships

The theoretical model presented in chapter 2 suggests

that social background variables, university background

vari-abIes, social psychological variab]_es, and time usagie

variables directly affect the educational attainment

variables. The model al-so suggests that the social_

psychol-ogical variabl-es and the time usagie variabl-es

intervene between the social and university background

variables and the educationar attainment variables. rn this
section, standardized and unstandardized regressíon
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coefficients are presented as estimates of the effect
parameters. Às discussed in chapter 3, the standardized

regression coefficients are discussed throughout because the

analyses are of variabl-es within the mode1. Each of the

statistically significant effect parameters are discussed in
the sections that foIIow.

Social Background, Unj-versity Background, and Social_

Psychological Varj-ables

Tabl-e 30 reports the effect of the two types of
background variables on the social psychological variables,
motivation and self concept of abiJ-ity. The standardized

regression coefficients, the unstandardized regression

coefficients, and the total amount of variance explaj-ned for
each of the variabres are reported. step 1 incl-udes only
the effects of the social background variabres and step 2

incrudes the effects of both the sociar and university
background variables.

The first social psychological_ variable reported is
notivation. Age is the social- background variabl-e with the

strongest relationship to motivation. The standardized

regression coefficient, .2I7 (p<.001), indicates that a

change of one standard deviation in age resurts in zr.7z of
a standard deviation change in rnotivation. GenerarJ-y, this
indicates that older students are more motivated than
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Table 30
Standa¡dized and Unstanda¡dized Regression Coefficients and R2s

for the Social Psychologicat Variables"

Independent
Variables

Motivation
Step 1 Step 2

Self concept
Step 1 Step 2

1. Gender

2. Age

3. Father's Occupation

4. Father's Education

5. Years of University

6. Number of Credit Hours

.2L0+** .193***
(.54Ð (.501)

.2L7++* .)34**+
(.0sÐ (.0se)

-.100 -.103

c.03ó) c.037)

-.053 -.M2
(-.u26) (-.ozL)

_.080

c.063)

.005
(.001)

-.L40* -.083
(-.208) (-.123)

.l-65* * .178* +

(.024) (.026)

.070 .053
(.014) (.011)

.044 .039
(.012) (.011)

.190**
(.081)

.Lg7***
(.021)

R2 .106 .111 .063 .128

" Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis *p5.05 **ps.OL ***p5.00L
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younger students when the other social background variables
are considered. Incl-usion of the university background

variables, in step 2, shows that the effect of agie on

motivation is increased slightly to .234 (p<.001). This
j-ndj-cates that university background variables suppress the

effect of age on motivation. fn other words, some of the

effects of age on motivation are masked by the university
background variables. This means that when university
background variables are hel-d constant across the sampre of
students, age has an even greater effect on moti-vation than

can be seen without controlling for the effects of the

university background variables.

Gender al-so has a significant effect on motivation. The

resul-ts indicate that when only the social- background

variables are considered, females are generaJ_ly more

motivated than mal-es (.2IO p<.001-). Inclusion of the

university background variabJ-es, in step 2, illustrates that
the effect of gender on motivation is reduced by

approxi-mately 8z to .l-93 (p<.ool-). This indicates that some

of the effect of gender is, in fact, effects of the

covarj-ation between gender and years of university and

number of credit hours. Neverthel-ess, the coefficient of
.193 (p<.001) rernains statistically significant.

Table 30 al-so shows the amount of variance in motivation
explained by the two types of background variabl_es. The
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social background variables, gender, â9e, fatherrs
occupation, and fatherts education, oD their ov/n, account

for To.6z of the variance in motivation. rnctusion of years

of university and number of credit hours, in step 2,

increases the amount of variance explained for motivation to
II.19" .

The second social psychological variable reported is
self concept of ability. Table 30 indicates that the

university background variables, number of credit hours

(.1e7 p<.001-) and years of university (.190 p<.01), have the

strongest relationships r^¡ith self concept of ability. fn
this respect, the greater the number of credit hours in
which students are enrolled, the more positive are their
self concepts of ability. sirnilarly, the greater the number

of years of university in which students have partícipated
the more positive are their self concepts of ability.

A moderately positive relationship exists between age

and self concept (.165 p<.01), indicating that ol_der

students have more positive serf concepts of ability than

younger students. controlling for the effects of university
background variables, in step z, increases the strength of
this relationship by approxirnately l_0å to .t-78 (p<.01).

Gender is also moderately related to sel-f concept (-.140

p<.05), iIl-ustrating that mal-es generally have more positive
self concepts than femal-es. This relationship is affected
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by university background variables, âs seen in step Z I where

the coefficient drops to -.083. The correlation coefficient
between gender and years of university (-.ZSB p<.001),

reported in Table 29, suggests that males have greater

numbers of years of university than females. The

approximate 4OZ drop in the effect of gender upon self
concept, when university background variables are taken into
account, is largery exprained by the over-representation of
mares in the third and fourth years of university. To some

extent it is the amount of university experience, not
gender, which is responsible for the rel-ationship reported

in step l- between gender and self concept of ability.
The amount of variance in self concept of ability

explained by the background variabl-es is al-so reported in
Tabre 30. The social background variables are shown to
account for only 6.32 of the variance. This is almost

doubl-ed to 1,2.82 when the university background variabres
are included.

Social- Background, University Background, Social_

Psychological. and Time Usage Variables

Tab1e 3l- shows the effect of the two types of
background variables and the social- psychoJ-ogicaJ- variables
on the four tirne usagie variables, attending crass, studying,

time in schools, and time spent in paid empJ_oyment. For

each of the time usage variables, step l_ indicates the



Table 31
Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Coefficiens and R2s for the Time Usage Variables

Independent Attendine ClassVariables Siepl--Epreñ S*pî

1. Gender -.013 -.014 -.035 -.005 .035(-.lse) G.l6ó) c.406) G.073) (s23)

2. Age -.1T1.. -.009 -.OZB .OZt .095
(-.203) (-.011) (-.032) (.030) (.13Ð

3. Father's Occupation .118 .051 .062 -.100 -.138

4. Father's Education

c.168) (.008) (.01e) (-.113) G.036)

5. Years of University -.2I9',. -.207... .M2
G.785) (-.743) (.1e2)

6. Number of Credit Hours .483'.. .486". .318...
(.434) (.437) (.3ó0)

7. Motivation .096
(.43ó)

8. Self Concept -.021
(-.170)

ep r Step Z Step 3 Stepl Step 2 Step 3

(.1e1) (.083) (.101) C.20s) (-.282)

-.076 .004 .009 -.040 -.013

R2

a Unstandardized coefficients in

.020 -.t02
(.2e8) C.e81)

.034 -.U6...
(.o4e) (-.231)

-.132 .055

c.268) (.073)

-.013 -.153'
c.03s) (-.276)

.027
(.120)

.299"'
(.327)

.144.
(.822)

.'L52"
(1,s2e)

.040 .285

-.w2 -.100

c.882) C.ess)

_.251..r _.2Á4.ta

c.235) (-.248)

.055 .059

@n) @77)

-.157' -.155.
G.283) G.281)

.Ml .042
(.11e) (.r22)

.014 .0L2
(.011) (.008)

.u6
(.16e)

.015
(.oes)

Step 3

.2v2

Paid Emoloyment
Step I Step 2 Step 3

.018

-.008 -.018 -.023
(-.144) (-.333) (-.41s)

-.L44. -.?33... -,u7...
(-.2s8) (-.417) (-.442)

.063 .101 .103
(.lse) (.2s4) (.2se)

-.031 -.071 -.070
c.106) (-.u4) (-.u3)

.115 .160 .07t

.079
(.441)

-.?ß2...
(-.3e6)

.073

.076
(.426)

-.299.'.
c.40s)

.036
(.2s8)

.031
(.388)

.075 .0u .100 .102

æ
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effects of the social background variables, step 2 adds the

effects of the university background variables, and step 3

adds the effects of the social psychologicar variables. The

amount of variance explained. in time usage is also reported

for each step.

The first time usage variable considered is the amount

of time spent attendingr cIass. University background

variables show the strong'est relationships to attending
class. The strongest rel-ationship is between number of
credit hours and attending cl-ass (.483 p<. oo1), indicating,
as one would expect, that students enrolled in more credit
hours spend more time in crass than students enrolred in
fewer credit hours. The other unj-versity background

variable, years of university, has a negative rer-ationship
with attending crass, indicating that students in years one

and two are more likely to attend cl-asses than students in
years three and four. This rel-ationship remains important

but is diminished by approximately 5z when the rnediating

effects of the social- psychological variabr-es are added.

rn step l- the coefficient for the relationship between

age and attending crass is significant and the sign of the
rel-atj-onship is negative (-.I77 p<.01), indicating that
younger students spend more tirne attending classes than

ol-der students. However, this effect resurts al-most totally
from the university background variables. Vühen these
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variables are added, the coefficient is reduced to being

al-most zero (-.009). fn other words, the effect of age is,
for all- practical purposes, accounted for by years of
university and number of credit hours.

The amount of variance in tine spent attending classes

that is explained by the social background variables, the

university background variables, and the social
psychoJ-ogical variabl-es is 29.ZZ. The social background

variables alone account for only 4å of the variance, this
rises sharply to 28.52 when the university background

variables are added, and then rises slight]y to 29.Zå when

the social psychological variables are added.

The second time usage variable considered is the amount

of tirne spent studying. Three variables have statisticaÌJ-y
significant effects upon tirne spent studying. The strongest

effect is associated with the number of credit hours taken

(.318 p<.001). As one would expect, students enrolled in
more credit hours spend more tirne studying than students

enrol-Ied in fewer credit hours. A1so, not surprising is the

mediating effect of the social- psychorogical variabl-es in
this relationship. More specificarly, in step 3 | the socia]
psychologicar variables reduce the effect of credit hours on

studying by approxirnatety 92 Eo .298 (p<.001). fn other

words, part of the effect of credit hours upon studying is
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due to the relationship between credit hours and the sociar-

psychological variables.

The two social- psychological variables, self concept of
ability and motj-vation, are the other two variabl-es which

significantly affect the amount of tirne that students spend

studying. self concept of ability is more strongly rel-ated

to studying (.1"52 p<.01) than motivation (.I44 p<.05), but

both of these variables have positive effects, indicating
that students with higher l-evels of serf concept of abirity
and motivation study more than students with l-ower revels of
self concept of abitity and motivation.

The amount of variance explained in studying increases

from step 1- to step 3. The social_ background variables
explain approximately l-.8å of the variance in studying.

rncl-uding the university background variables raj-ses the

amount of variance explained to approximately Ll-_.52, and.

incl-uding the social psychorogical variables raises the

amount of variance explained to approxì-mately 162.

The third time usage variable considered is the amount

of time spent student teaching or working as a vol-unteer in
schooÌs. Age is the most important factor affecting the

amount of time that students spend in schools. This

rel-ationship indicates that younger students spend more tirne

in school-s than older students. The relationship gains

strength as the universi-ty background (-.25i, p<.001) and the
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social psychoÌogical (-.264 p<.ool-) variables are added in
steps 2 and 3. This increase in strength indicates that the

university background and the social psychological variables
srightry suppress the effect of aqe upon the amount of time

students spend in schools. In essence, these results
suggest that younger students spend more time volunteerj-nq

and student teaching in schools than ol_der students.

The education of the students' fathers is the only other
variable with a statisticalry significant effect upon time

in school-s. The negati-ve rel-ationship between fatherrs
education and tirne in schoors persists from step 1 through

to step 3 indicating that students with fatherrs who have

lower l-evers of education are more rikery to spend more

time in schools than students with fatherrs who have higher
level-s of education. The amount of variance in time in
schools explained by the background and social psychological

variables is approximately 7å with very rittl-e increase from

step 1 to step 3.

The final tirne usage variabl-e considered is the amount

of time students spend in paid employrnent. The number of
credit hours in which students are enrolled has a negative
effect on the numbers of hours they spend in paid ernployment

(-.282 p<.001-). This effect indicates that students

enrol-Ied in greater numbers of credit hours spend fewer

hours per week in paid emproyment than students enrol-l-ed in
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fewer credit hours. The relationship increases by

approximately 22 to -.288 (p<.001) when the social
psychological varÍabl-es are taken into consideration.

Age also has a significant effect upon the amount of
time students spend in paid ernployrnent. fn step I, prior to
taking the university background and the social
psychoJ-ogical variabl-es into account, the effect is -.I44
(p<.05). The relationship gains strength as the university
background and the social psychorogicar variabres are added

in steps 2 (-.233 p<.001) and 3 (-.247 p<.001-) . This

increase in strength indicates that the university
background and the social psychologicar vari-abl-es suppress

the effects of age on the tirne students spend in paid

employment. The sign of the rel_ationship indicates that
younger students spend more tirne in paid employment than

older students.

Approxirnately IO.2Z of the variance in time spent in
paid ernployment is explained by the social_ background, the

university background, and. the social psychological

variables. The najority of this variance is due to the

university background variabl-es. Social_ background

variabres account for 2.4e" of the varÍance, this rises to
10? with the inclusion of the university background

variables, and j-t rises to IO.2? when the social_

psychological- variables are added.
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As one might have expected, the number of credit hours

students take affects their time usage; greater numbers of
credit hours having a positive effect on attending class and

studying and a negative effect on time spent in paid

employment. Surprisingly, age has an effect on time in
schools and time in paid employment. SpecificalJ_y, younger

students are more like1y to spend more time in both of
these activÍties than older students. perhaps it is
predictabre that the effects of motivation and serf concept

of ability upon tirne spent studying are positive.
Social- Background, Universíty Background, Social_

Psvcholoqical, Time Usaqe, and Educational Attainment

Variabl-es

Tabl-e 32 shows the effects of the two types of
background variabl-es, the social psychotogical variables,
and the tirne usage variables, on the two educatj_onal_

attainment variables, grade point average and educational

expectations. For these two variables, step l- indicates the

effects of the social- background variables, step 2 adds the

effects of the university background variabres, step 3 adds

the effects of the social- psychologicat variables, step 4

adds the effects of time usage variables, and step 5 adds

the effect of the interaction between credit hours and paid

ernployrnent. The amount of variance explained in
educational attainment is also reported for each step.



Table 32
Ståndardized and Unstandardized Rcgression Coefficients and R2s for the Academic Attainment Variablesa

Indepcndcnt _ Gradc Point Averaqe
Variables

1. Gender -.015 .OZ9 .W .068 .M7

2. Age

3. Father's Occupation

4. Father's Education

5. Years of University

6. Number of Crcdit Hours

7. Motivation

8. Self Concept

9. Attending Class

10. Studlng

11. In Schools

12. Paid Empolyment

Interaction

(-.032) (.060) (.133) (.141) (.13e)

.?Å0... .299... .173". ,1,76'.. .176"a(.05Ð (.061) (.035) (.03ó) (.03ó)

-t02 .086 .062 .074 .072(.02e) (.025) (.018) (.021) (.021)

-.012 -.012 -.032 -.023 _.020

G.005) c.00s) (-.012) c.00e) c.008)

.1?ß. .026 .0?Ã .020
(.081) (.016) (.012) (.013)

.168'. .055 .030 .M2
(.027) (.00e) (.00s) (.00Ð

.079 .070 .069
(.063) (.056) (.0s6)

.603r.. 592..r 590r.'
(.848) (.833) (.830)

-.027 -.028

c.00s) c.00s)

.070 .072
(.010) (.010)

.078 .079
(.017) (.01Ð

-.059 -.016

c.00Ð c.002)

-.u4
(.000)

_ Educational Expectations
Stcpl Step2 Stcp3 Step4 SCpS

R2 .084

8 Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis ' pS.05 .' pS.01 '*' p5.00l

-.163.' -.103 -.080 -.075 -.071
(-.46e) (-.2e6) (-.23r) (-.21s) ç.n2)
.208... .183.. .163rr .203... ,lQ4ttt(.0s8) (.0s1) (.046) (.0sÐ (.0s7)

.175. .172. .159. .L56. .163.
(.06e) (.068) (.062) (.061) (.064)

.012 -.010 -.019 -.W2 _.013
(.00Ð G.006) (-.010) c.001) c.00Ð

.239". ,2M." .195.. .\92r..
(.208) (.178) (.r7t) (.168)

.087 .056 .U7 .005
(.01e) (.012) (.010) (.001)

-.M4 _.070 _.068

G.04e) (-.077) G.07s)

.L71.. .150.' .157'.
(.331) (.2e0) (.304)

.028 .029
(.007) (.00Ð

.111 .106
(.021) (.021)

.039 .039
(.012) (.012)

.131. -.019
(.021) C.003)

.153
(.001)

.127 .465 .479 .479 .108 .168 .792 .218 .220

co
@
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The first educational attainment variable considered is
grade point average. The strongest effect on grade point
average is from self concept of abiì-ity. The relationship
between these two varj-abl-es (.603 p<.001) indicates that
students with higher self concepts of ability general_ty have

higher grade point averages students with lower self
concepts of ability. Consideration of the time usag'e

variables, i-n step 4, results in a smal-l- reduction in the

amount of the effect of self concept of ability upon grade

point average. Hov/ever, this effect is small-, and the

effect of self concept of abil-ity upon grade point average

(.592) remains statistically significant at the .OO1 l_evel_.

Essentially no change in this effect is introduced by the

inclusion of the j-nteraction between credit hours and paid

empJ-oyment in step 5.

The next strongest effect upon grade point average is
from the variabl-e age. The rel-ationship indicates that
ol-der students have higher grade point averages than younger

students. The effect of age upon grade point average

remains statistically significant after taking into account

al-I the other variables included in the model and the

interaction between credit hours and paid employment.

Specificalty, prior to taking variables other than the

social psychological variables into consideration, the

effect of age upon grade point average is .2BO (p<.001).
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Controlling for the effects of the university background

variabres results in a strengthening of the effect to .299

(p<.001). In turn, the social_ psychological variables
mediate approximaLely 422 of the effect reported in step 2,

resulting in a reduced coefficient of .1-73 (p<.001).

fnclusion of the tj-me usage variables, in step 4, results in
a slight increase in the effect of age on grade point
average to .I76 (p<.001).

The university background variabres, years of university
and number of credit hours each have an effect on grade

point average ( . 128 p<. 05; and . 168 p<. 01, respectiveJ-y) in
step 2. However, for both of these variables, the effect
upon grade point average is mediated by the social
psychologicar variables, and reduced so that neither of them

remains statisticarJ-y significant in steps 3, 4, or 5. More

specificalty, the effects of these variabl_es are being

mediated by studentsr serf concepts of abiJ-ity in step 3.

The amount of variance J-n grade point average exprai-ned

by all of the variabres in the model- is 47.92. The social
background and the university background variabl-es exprain
approximately 12.72 of the variance in grade point average.

variance explained rises to 46.s2 with the addition of the

socj-al- psychological variables and to 47.92 with the
addition of the tirne usag'e variables.
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The addition of step 5, the effect of the interaction
between credit hours and paid employment does not change the

amount of variance in grade point average that is explained.

The fact that there is very l-ittle change in the respective
effect parameters in steps 4 and s, and that the addition of
the interacti-on between number of credit hours and paid

employment does not expJ-ain additional_ variance in the
model, means that the interaction variabre does not support

the possibility of a non-l-inear relationship between paíd

employment and grade point average.

The fínat educational attainment variabl-e considered is
educationar expectations. years of university has the

strongest effect of al-l of the variabres in the model upon

educationar expectations (.238 p<.001) . Not surprisingÌy,
the rerationship is posi-tive, indicating that students with
more years of university education have higher educational_

expectations than students with fewer years of university
education. consideration of the social- psychoJ-ogical

variabres reduces the effect of years of university upon

educational expectations to .zo4 (p<.001). This reduction
of approximatery r4z indicates that this rer-ationship is
mediated by the social psychological variables, rnotivation
and serf concept of ability. As seen in Table 29, it is the
higher self concepts of ability of students with high

numbers of years of university that is largety responsibre
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for approximately l4Z of the effect of years of university
upon educational expectations. A small_ amount , 4.4eo, of the

effect of years of university upon educationar expectations

is mediated by the time usage variabres. The interaction of
credit hours and paid employment has essentiatly no effect
upon the rel-ationship between years of university and.

educational expectations (step 5) .

Age is the next rnost important variable affecting
educational expectations (.208 p<.001-). This means that
older students generally have higher educational

expectations than younger students. Approxirnatery rzz of
this effect is accounted for by years of universj_ty and

number of credj-t hours. The effect of age is further
reduced to .1-63 (p<.01) when the social psychological

variabres are taken into account. This indicates that the
social- psychological variables also mediate part of the

effect of age. Table 29 indicates that the variabJ-e age is
positively related to both of the social_ psychological

variables, motivation and sel-f concept of ability (.Igg
p< . 001- i and .1-7 6 p< . OO1 respectively) . Thus, the higher
l-eve]s of motivation and higher sel-f concepts of ability of
older students are the reason for some of the effect of age

upon educational- expectations.

V'Ihen tine usage variables are consj-dered, in step 4, the
effect of age rises to .2o3 (p<.001), indicating that tirne
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usage variables suppress some of the effect of age upon

educational expectations. Specifically, when the

differential h/ays in which ol-der and younger students spend

their tirne is accounted for, age has more effect upon

educational expectations than when these variables are not

considered. The interaction between credit hours and

employment, in step S I does not change the effect of age

upon educational expectations.

The occupation of the studentsr fathers has a rerativery
consistent effect upon studentsr ed.ucational expectations

from step 1 (.175 p<.05) to step 5 (.163 p<.05) although

approximately 8å of the effect is mediated by the social-

psychoJ-ogical variables. smaller amounts of the effect are

explaj-ned by the time usage variables and the interaction
varj-abres. The effect of fatherrs occupation is such that
the higher the fatherrs occupational rever the higher the
educational expectations of the student. rt is interesting
that fatherrs educatj-on, the other socioeconornic status
factor considered, has virtuarry no effect on educationar

expectations. This is especially interesting considering

the fact that the rel-ationship between fatherrs occupation

and father's education (.683 p<.001), reported in Table 29,

would suggest that these variables woul-d be sirnilar in their
effects upon dependent variables.
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Students sel-f concepts of ability also have an effect
upon educational expectations. SeIf concept of abiJ_ity is
reported to affect educational- expectations whether or not

time usag'e variabl-es are considered. The coefficj-ents
indicate that students with higher serf concepts of abiJ-ity
have higher educational expectations than students with
l-ower self concepts of ability. prior to taking into
account the tirne usage variables, the effect of serf concept

of ability upon educational expectations is .I7L (p<.01),

and after they have been considered the effect is .150

(p<.01). This indicates that time usage mediates, to some

degree, the effect of sel-f concept of ability upon

educationar expectations. specificarly, approxirnately r2z

of the effect of self concept of ability is accounted for by

the way in which students use the j_r time. Tabl_e 29

indicates that motivation and sel-f concept of abirity are

rel-ated only to one time usage variable, studying (. :..76

p<.001 and .2I5 p<.001 respectively), and this suggests, not
surprisingly, that it is a combination of the social_

psychologicar variabres and time spent studying that affect
educational expectations. The effect of the interaction
between credit hours and paid employrnent, in step 5t has a

very smal_l_ effect.
The only time usage variabl-e to affect educational_

expectations is paid employment (.1_31 p<.05). The
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coefficient indicates, sornewhat surprisingly, that students

who work more hours have higher educational expectations

than students who work fewer hours. As previously reported,

the students who engage in more hours of empJ_oyment are

characterized as the younger students who are al_so taking
large numbers of credit hours of course work. The inclusion
of the effect of the interaction between paid ernployment and

credit hours, in step 5t reduces the effect of paid

employment on educational expectatj_ons (-.019) such that
there is no longer an effect. In other words, the

interaction between credit hours and employment appears to
account, to some degree, for the effect of paid employrnent

on educational expectatj-ons. Prior to considering this
interaction effect, the effect of paid employrnent is such

that the greater the numbers of hours worked the higher the

educational expectations of the student, while after this
interaction variable is included, there is no effect. The

change seen as a resul-t of the inclusion of the interaction
indicates that the combination of hours worked and credit
hours taken seems to make a difference to educational_

expectations. Moreover, because this potentially non-l-inear

effect is of such smal-I magnitude and because it is not seen

in relation to the other variables in the model it is
interpreted as inconsequential-. rn further support of this
interpretation, consideration of the effect of the
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interaction between credit hours and paid employment on

educational expectations resul-ts in no substantial changes

in the effects of other varj-ab1es prior to taking the

interaction into account. fn addition, there is no

appreciable change in the variance in educational_

expectations explained by the interaction effect.
Furthermore, the interaction effect itself has a

statistically non significant effect upon educational

expectations (.153) .

This model- explains approximate:-y 22e" of the variance

in educational expectations. Approximately 10.8U is
exprained by the social- background variables. This rises to
approximately 1-6.82, vrhen the university background

variabl-es are considered; and continues to rise by

approximately 2.4eo and 2.gZ respectively when social_

psychological and time usage variables are taken into
account. The interaction accounts for an insignificant .22

increase in the variance explained in educational

expectations.

fn summary, students I self concepts of abil-ity have the
greatest effect upon their grade point averages. students

with high serf concepts of abil-ity have higher grade point
averages than students with low self concepts of ability.
Age also affects grade point average. fn this respect,

older students have higher grade point averages than younger
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students. None of the time usage variables have an effect
on grade point average.

Years of university, âgê, fatherrs occupati_on, self
concept of ability, and hours in paid employment al_I have an

effect upon educational expectations. Speci-fica1ly, higher

level-s of education are expected by students who have four
to five years of university education, who are rel_atively
older students, vrho have fatherts with high prestige
occupations, who have positive self concepts of ability, and

who work a relativeì-y high number of hours in paid

employment.

The model tested explaj-ns considerably more of the

variance in grade point average than the variance in
educational expectations. For grade point average, the

model explains approximatety 47.92 of the variance; for
educational expectations, the moder exprains approximatery

222 of the variance. As one might have expected, the

unj-versity background variable, number of credit hours,

affects students time usage; greater numbers of credit hours

having a positive effect upon attending class and studying

and a negative effect upon tirne spent in paid employment.

surprisingry, age has an effect on tirne in schools and time

in paid employment. specifically, younger students are more

likeIy to spend more tine in both of these activities than

ol-der students. Perhaps it is predictable that the effects
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of motivation and self concept on time spent studying are

positive.



Chapter 5

Concl-usions

This study is an attempt to understand the effects of
the time use of undergraduate students upon their
educational- attainment by examining their time use in
activities rel-ated to their status as students, and their
time use in paid empJ-oyment. More specifically, the effect
of time usage variables upon educational attainment, when

social and university background variables and social
psychological variables are control-l-ed is examined. rn this
chapter, the study is summarized, and the findings are

discussed.

Summary

Employrnent represents one vüay in which university
students use their time in activities other than those

associated with their status as students. ft has been

estimated that approximately half of undergraduate

university students in Canada are employed at least part
time while they are enrol-l-ed in university. Although

increasing involvement in employment has been on the rise
for the past decade, little is known about the significance

99
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of this phenomenon. It has been argued, for example, that
employment has a negative, a positive, and no effect upon

academic attainment. Furthermore, university students are

free to make many decisions about the way they use their
tirne in relation to al-I of the statuses they hold. Of

interest in this study v/ere the effects of the time usage

decj-sions that students make upon their educational

attainment.

A review of literature on rol-e theories identified two

opposing views of the possibre effects of invorvement in
more than one status at a time. Rol_e confl_ict theory

suggests that involvement in more than one status creates

conflicts for the tirne needed to devote to rol-e behaviours

assocj-ated with other statuses (Goode, 1960). RoIe

expansion theory, oil the other hand, suggests that
involvement in more than one status stimur-ates energy and,

thereby, produces more resources to devote to role behaviors

and urtimately resurts in more functional- behaviours (Marks,

l-977; Thoits I 1983ì Moen et al., 1989).

Furthermore, a review of the literature on time and

learning suggests that, in general, the amount of time

students spend in learning actívities is positivery related
to grade point average and educational- expectations (B1oom,

I974; Karweit, L994; Karweit & S1avin, t_ggz; and Strother,
1,984) . More specifj_caJ-1y, the greater the amount of time
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students spend studying and attending cl-ass the higher are

their grade point averages and the higher are their
educationar expectations. rn this literature, the effect of
student employment on educational_ attainment is
controversial. Some studies suggest positive effects;
others suggest negative effects; and others suggest neutral
effects of student employment on educational attainment

(Radwanski, 1987; Hammes & Hal1er, l_983; DrAmico, j.gg4ì

Wagstaff & Mahmoudi, 1-976i Metzner & Bean, 1-gB7; Van-de-

Water & Augenbl-ick, L987). The positive effects of
employment are generally considered to be associated with
students working l-ess than 15 to 20 hours a week while
negative effects are generally considered to be associated

with students working more than 15 or 20 hours a week.

Nevertheless, two studies involving corlege students found

no significant relationship between the number of hours

students worked and their grade point averages (Metzner and

Bean, 1987 i Van-de-Water & Augenblick, I9B7) .

The research literature on academic attainment

identifies that social- and university background variabres
have an effect upon achievement and expectations and that
the social psychological variables, motivation and sel_f

concept of ability, probably j_ntervene betv¡een the

background characteristics of students and their educational

attainment (clifton & Roberts, 1989; Brookover & Erickson,
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1975; cordon, 1972; Heckhausen, 1967; Marjoribanks, L976¡

Porter et aI., 1982; Reitzes & Mutran, 1980; ).
In order to examine the effects of studentsr time usage

upon educational attainment, a theoreticar model- invorving
time usage variables is proposed. Time usage variables are

presented in the model- as having effects upon studentsl

grade point averages and their educational expectations.

Arso incruded in the model are other variabl-es that were

considered to be potentially influentiar upon tirne usage and

educational- attainment. The model which is presented in
Figure 1 presents the ways in which four sociar background

variabÌes, two university background variables, and two

social- psychological variables are hypothesized to affect
the four tirne usage and the two educationar- attainment

variables.

The data for this study !üere obtained from undergraduate

students who participated in the r9B7 setf study survey of
Education students at the University of Manitoba. The

sample surveyed was selected using a stratified random

cl-uster sampling procedure. The sample includes 3Og

undergraduate students representing a response rate of
approximately 76? of the undergraduate students who were

surveyed. Approximately 35å of respondents are mal-e and

approximately 652 are female.
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Fourteen variabl-es are used in the study. Studentsr

personal, socioeconomic, and university background

characteristics are defined by the variabl_es gender, dgêt

fatherts occupation, fatherfs education, years of previous

university education, and number of credit hours in which

students are enrolIed. Studentsr social_ psychological

characteristics are measured by seì-f reported scales of
motivation and sel-f concept of abil_ity. Time usage is
operationarized as a sel-f report of the number of hours per

week students spend in attending cl-asses, studying, student

teaching or vorunteering in schools, and in paid employrnent.

The majority of students spend from 11 to 15 hours per week

in class and 6 to 15 hours per week studying. Approximatery

two thirds of the students spend time teaching or

volunteering in school-s and approximately half of the

students report spending tirne in paid employment. The

dependent variabres are measured by serf reported grade

point averag'e and an indication of the highest l-evel- of
education students expect to compJ_ete.

structural equation moderi-ng techniques are used to test
the rerationships between the variabres in the theoretical_

mode1. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients
indicate that the nunber of credit hours in which students

are enrol-l-ed has a positive relationship with the time

students spend attending classes. studentsr ages and years
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of university have negative rerationships with the time they

spend attending classes. The number of credit hours in
which students are enrolled, students self concepts of
abiJ-ity, and students motivation al_I have positive
relationships with the number of hours students spend

studying. The occupations of studentsr fathers and the

education of studentsr fathers are both negatively related
with the hours students spend studying. The hours students

spend studying are positively rel_ated to both of the

academic attainment variabl-es, grade point average and

educational expectati-ons. students I ages rerate negativeJ_y

with the time they spend in schoors. The time they spend

attending classes rel-ates positivery with the tirne students

spend in schools. Studentsr ages, the number of credit
hours in which they are enrolred, the amount of tirne they
spend attending classes, and the amount of time they spend

studying are all negative]-y related to the amount of tirne

they spend in paid employment. The tirne that students spend

working is also negativeJ-y rerated with studentsr grade

point averages. rn other words, the onry time use variables
with rel-ationships with the educational- attainment variables
are studying and paid employment. prior to taking into
account other variables, the time students spend studying

appears to be positivery related to grade point averages and

educational- expectations and the tirne students spend in paid
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employment appears to be negativery retated to studentsl
grade point averages.

When other variabl-es are controlled, a number of
statistically significant effects are indicated. Figure 2

presents a summary of the statistically sj-gnificant
standardized regression coefficients. Attending cl-ass is
found to be positively affected by numbers of credit hours

and negatively affected by years of university. Credit
hours affects studying indicating, not surprisingly, that
students taking more credit hours study more than students

taking fewer credit hours. studying is arso affected by

motivatj-on and sel-f concept of ability. students with high

levels of motivation and more positive ser-f concepts of
ability study more than students with l-ower l-eve]s of
rnotivation and less positÌ-ve serf concepts of ability. Age

and credit hours affect hours in paid emproyment such that
younger students and students enroll-ed in fewer credit hours

work more hours than older students and those enrorled in
greater numbers of credit hours.

Tirne usagie variabres have littre effect upon grade point
average and educationar expectations. rn fact, when ar1

other variables are taken into account, effect parameters

show that the time usage variabl-es do not infl-uence grade

point average and educationat expectations with the

exception of a small positi-ve effect of paid employment on
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educational- expectations which disappears when the

interaction between credit hours and paid employment is
added.

Variables in this model that do affect grade point
average are sel-f concept of abil-ity and age. High self
concept of ability is predictive of higher grade point
averages, and older students have higher grade point
averages than younger students. Educationar expectations

are affected by age, years of university, and sel-f concept

of ability. Each of these are positively related to
educational expectations.

These findings are discussed in the next section. This

discussion focuses mainry on findings related to the effects
of time usage upon educational attainrnent. rn addition,
other irnportant findings related to educational- attainment

are discussed. The discussion arso incl-udes a few practicat
implications of findings and a few suggestions for further
research.

Discussion

The findings of this study support the findings of
previous research which indicates that tirne spent by

students in paid employment has a relativery insignificant
effect upon their educational- attainment (Metzner & Bean,

1987; Van-de-Water & Augenblick, I9B7). This can be
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J-nterpreted as indicating that students, in order to meet

educational goals, generally rnake appropriate adjustments in
the way they use time according to the tiine demands that
have been made upon them. This l-ends support to Marks t

(I977 ) theory that involvement in multiple statuses does not

necessarily create a confl-ict for fixed amounts of time, but

rather that time itself is rel-atively flexible depending

upon the energy stimulated by the activity, or the

creativity individual-s appfy to their time management.

Neverthel-ess, the study does not support the research which

suggests that invol-vement in multiple statuses has a

positive effect upon functional behaviour (Thoits, I9B3;

Moen et al., 1989) . A positive effect of hours spent in
paid employment upon educational attainment wourd have been

necessary in order to draw such a conclusion.

The fact that no threshold effect, indicating a negative

effect of tiine in employment with tirne beyond 15 to 20 hours

per week, is evident, ilây indicate that this threshold
theory, derived mainry from studies of high school students,

may not apply to university students. The assumption that
university students are rikely to be more autononous in
their decision making about their use of time than are high

school students, mây explain the lack of an identifiabl-e
threshord. rn other words, the frexibil-ity and control- over

tirne use decisj-ons that university students may haver ilây
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mean that threshol-ds do not apply to this group of students.

A study of time use factors similar to this one but

involving university students who are enrol-l-ed in programs

with fixed curricul-a in terms of credit hours and cl_ass

hours would help to clarify this interpretation. students

enrolled in occupational- therapy, for example, g'eneralIy

enroll on a full- time basis into a specified program with
from 46 to 54 credit hours of courses depending upon the

year in the program. This group is virtuarry homogeneous in
terms of credit hour and class hour requirements, and,

because of these fixed requirements, perhaps they woul_d be

less autonomous in decision making about their use of time.

Less autonomy and more rigid time demands may resurt in the

identification of threshol-d effects rel-ated to involvement

in activities associated with statuses other than that of
student. Furthermore, study of students with greater time

demands rel-ated to their academic program woul-d further test
the val-idity of rore confl-ict and rore expansion theories as

they relate to time. ff role conflict theory is val_id, one

would expect increased demand to negatively influence
function, but if rol-e expansion is valid, one woul-d expect

increased demand to positively infl_uence function.
It is surprising that tirne usage variables, in generaì_,

do not have more influence on grade point averages and

educational expectations of students. Tj-me manag'ement is
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often part of remedial work to improve students standing

and, intuitively, use of tirne j-n relation to studying,

attendinq classes, and time in school-s woul-d seem to be

important factors that would rel-ate to grade point average

and educational expectations. Perhaps time usage affects
factors in the educational experiences of students other

than grades and expectations. For example, time usage may

j-nfl-uence such quality of l-ife factors as perceptions of
knowledge gained or perceptions of the experience students

have in the faculty.

This study suggests that there are many \,rays students

can use time and stil-l- succeed. Furthermore, it can be

interpreted that more work needs to be done to understand

the ways in which time is used by students in order to be

able to identify predictive variabl-es related to time use.

Sel-f reported average hours per week in various activities
may not provide enough information, or the right
information, or may not be a valid indicator of time use.

Perhaps it is rnore important to identify the different ways

in which individuals perceive time in relation to their
functional activities and, furthermore, to identify the

values or principles that guide individual-s time use

behaviours.

Contrary to findings in other studies (Mil1er, T97O¡

Wagstaff & Mahmoudi, 1-976; Pol-achek et â1., I97B) | time
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spent studying and attendinq class were not found to have

effects upon grade point average and educational_

expectations. The positive correl-ation coefficient between

studying and grade point average (.229 p<.01) reported in
Tab1e 29 was found to be due to sel-f concept of ability when

other variables in the model are taken into account. This

coul-d mean that the way in which students spend their time

in the three activities, studying, attending class, and time

in schools is not in itsel-f important to grade point average

and educational- expectations. This coul-d mean that student

evaluations are not related to class activitj-es, or it could

indicate that students l-earn in different ways and at
different rates causing these measures of time to be

irrelevant, in a general way, to educational- attainment.

Another interpretatíon of this finding could be that
measurement of the tirne usage variables is not sensitive
enough to identify time use factors that infl_uence

educational attainment. Put another way, perhaps this
means that irnportant factors are so individualized that Ít
is not possibl-e to identify predictive relationships betv¡een

time use and attainment. More study is required to examine

time use behaviours of students over time and then propose a

model of the relationship of time use to educational

attainment.
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Although time use variables have little effect upon the

dependent variables in this study, and more knowledge about

tj-me use seems necessary, some interesting information about

factors which affect time use are identified. For exampfe,

students with three to four years of university appear to

spend less time attending class than students with little
previous experience at university. An interpretation of

this may be that students with experience have learned that
there is not much val-ue in attending class or they choose to
l-earn material- presented in class some other wây, such as

the independent study of textbooks. These students may use

their experience to identify what they need to learn and

they may choose not to spend tirne in class to learn the

material that j-s required.

Another interesting finding about the tirne use of
students was that age and fathers education appear to affect
tine in schools. Younger students and students with fathers

with l-ess education spend more time volunteering or student

teaching in schools than older students and students whose

fathers have more education. Perhaps this suggests that
younger students and students from families with less formal

education val-ue this type of practical experience more than

older students and students frorn families with more formal-

education. Younger students, perhaps value experience

because they lack famil-iarity with practical experience and
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value it as a learning opportunity. Students from

backgrounds less influenced by formal education, perhaps

val-ue experience because it is more of a family val-ue for
them than it is for students frorn famil-ies with more formal

education. In other words, perhaps people with less formal

education place more value on learning by doing.

Age was also found to be an important factor related to
time spent in paid employment. Younger students appear to
be more likeIy to be involved in paid employment than older

students. This could be a reflection of the trend toward

increased emptoyment previously identified in the

introduction. The reasons for this trend could be the

rising costs of post secondary education, or perhaps

j-ncreased consumerism in society resulting in an increase in
studentsr desires for spending money. The rj-sing

employment rates of students could also be related to the

avail-ability of l-ess financial- support from parents and

other sources than was the case in the past. Al_though not

necessarily age specific, these factors rnay impact more upon

younger students than older students.

For exampfe, younger students may be l_ess J-ikely to have

saved money for their education or may be less likeJ_y to be

eligible for certain types of l-oans or other funding, such

as retrainj-ng grants, that are available to older students.

In addition, younger students may have had more consumer
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goods throughout their lives than older students, and,

therefore, may be more dependent on having spending money

to maintain their lifestyre than are older students who may

not have developed the same degree of dependency on consumer

goods as part of their rifestyle. perhaps younger students

are able to work more than order students because they have

fewer other statuses that demand their tine than do older
students. More extensive study of the reasons students work

is needed in order to know whether these or other
specuJ-atj-ons about rising student employment are valid.

This study reaffirms the importance of self concept of
ability in the educational attaj-nment process. rn addition,
this study supports other findings of a positive
relationship between age and educationar attainment. This

study indicates that experience, specificarly being ord.er,

having more years of unj-versity and being involved in
greater numbers of credit hours, has a positive effect on

self concept of ability. program admission procedures, for
example, selection criterj_a, and program practices, for
exampre, teaching methods, rnay also influence self concept

of ability. Further study to identify factors that
influence sel-f concept of ability is warranted since this
variabre seems to have such a strong effect on attainment.

Some practical irnplications arise from this study. One

practicar implication that can be interpreted is related to
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the finding that the hours students spend working do not

necessarily affect studentsr grades or expectations. This

finding suggests that it is inappropriate to general-ize

that involvernent in paid employment detracts from

educational goals or causes students to have l-ower grades

and l-ower educational expectations.

Other practical impJ-ications relate to the finding that
self concept of abitity is related positively to both grades

and educational expectations. Program practices within and

related to educational programs coul-d be directed to
facilitate the developrnent of positive self concepts of

students.

This study also provides several indications for further
study. Further study is indicated to find the factors that
would explaj-n more of the variance in tirne usage than have

been explained using this model. Furthermore, even though

this study suggests that tine use has little effect upon

educational attainment, it may be that students' patterns of

time use are so varied that the inconsistencies cancel each

other out, thereby creating the appearance of little or no

effect. Perhaps further research using ethnographic

studies could examine studentsr use of time. From intense

observation, perhaps time usage models that woul-d include

factors that would explain more of the variance in time use
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and the implications of different time use patterns could be

developed.

Also indicated, are further studies of the effects of

time usage. For example, dependent variables which measure

quaì-ity of student life could be introduced into a

theoretical model simil-ar to the one tested in this study.

Perhaps tine use patterns affect the quality of the learning

experience, the retention of knowledge, or the abil-ity to
apply knowledge beyond the cl-assroom. These and other

models incorporating time usage variables coul-d potentially
provide useful informati-on about the effects of decisions

students make about how they spend their tirne.
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